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ABSTRACT; This paper describes an accounting system designed to take in- 
vestment income from insurance float into account when evalua- 
ting insurance operations. It makes use of data contained in 
the annual statement to estimate premium, lore, and expense cash 
flows. It discusses the use of a risk free l uset portfolio for 
estimating the investment income that can be earned from insu- 
rance float. This investmrnt income is used in evaluating the 
performance of insurance operations. The paper suggests that 
the difference between earnings from risk free assets and l ctua1 
assets is the reward for the financial intermediary role of 
insurance companies. Thus this difference should be the basis 
for evaluating the performance of insurance company investment 
operations. 

The paper also presents data on the developrent of industry paid 
losses in past years. The data indicates that these payment 
pattrrnr have been quite stable ovmr the years. 131s~ presented 
is the difference in loss payment patterns and average payment 
dates between incurred losses and for loss reserves. CI method 
is developed that can be used in many circumstances for esti- 
mating the investment income that can be earned from loss pay- 
ment patterns where the only information available is incurred 
losses and loss reserves. Such a situation occurs in statutory 
data by line and state where only such information is available. 
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INSURLNCE PROFITS: KEEPING SCORE 

"Every man did that which was right in his own eyes" 

Judges 21:25 

Alaoct Pverybody agrees that it is impossible to svaluate the performance 

of PropsrtylCasualty insurance companies without integrating underwriting and 

investment results. blmort everyone has their own way of doing this. 

A situation of anarchy reigns in the whale mrea of analyzing insurance 

profits. Ancient Ierrel wae in a similar fix in the days before it had its 

first king. Everyone did what they thought was right and chaos reigned, 

A major part of the problem is that current insurance accounting state- 

ments have not been designed to addrses the needs of profit evaluation'. 

This paper describer an accounting system that integrate5 underwriting 

earnings and earnings from fund5 supplied by customers. It also takes into 

account earnings from capital funds. Such a system would serve a5 a reference 

source which would allow everyone to keep score In the same way. This would 

improve everyone’5 understanding of insurance company perforeance. Company 

manageront, insurance regulators, conmmr advocates, and Wall Street analysts 

could all benefit. 

We begin by considering the logic of insurance coepany profitability. It 

is convenient to divide the profits earned by insurance companies into three 

5ource5. The first source is the profit earned by inverting capital funds. 

The second is underwriting profit. The third is the profit earned by investing 

policyholder supplied funds. The second and third eourcee come froe being in 

the ineuranc$ business. Thu: their sum is called the lneurance orpu in this 

paper. The first source would exist whether capital fund5 were erployed in the 

insurance business or not. Each source af profit ie evaluated on an aftor-tax 

basis. 

Hietorically, inmurance profits have consisted of underwriting Josses and 

investment ~&-me, The sum of the two has usually been positive. This indi- 

cat-5 that underwriting operation5 have priearily served as a source of fund5 

for investment purposee. 

1. Current statutory accounting statements were designed to serve the purpose 

of measuring insurance company solidity. This purpose would be better 

served by the inclusion of all inforeation relevant to evaluating inrur- 

ante coapany perforeance. 

2. Between 1926 and 1985, the industry paid out, on aversgo, 5100.60 for los- 

SDS, expenses, and policyholder dividends for every $100.00 of premiums it 

earned. Free 19El through 1985, these payments exceeded premiums earned 

by more than 550 billion. 
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Economic theory teaches that profitability depends, in the long run, on 
the amount of risk that is undertaken by a business enterprise, Insurance com- 
panies have the opportunity to take risk in two distinct areas: Underwriting, 
and Investments. The total profit from insurance operations of the company 
depends on how much risk is taken in each area. We can state this as followsr 

INSURANCE PROFIT = MARKET RISK PREMIUII ON INSURANCE RISK (II 

+ MARKET RISK PREMIUM ON INVESTMENT RISK 

Gut insurance profit Is also the sum of the underwriting profit and the profit 

earned by investing policyholder supplied funds. Thus: 

INSURANCE PROFIT q UNDERWRITING PROFIT (21 

t INVESTMENT PROFIT AT RISK FREE RATES 

f HARKET RISK PRERIUH ON INVESTMENT RISK 

Therefore underwriting profits are a function of the market risk premium on in- 

surance risk and the investment profit at risk free rates. That is: 

UNDERWRITING PROFIT = MARKET RISK PRENIUM ON INSURANCE RISK (51 

- INVESTWENT PROFIT AT RISK FREE RATES 

The market reward for bearing insurance risk is unknonn. If it wore zero, 

however, the insurance profit for an insurer investing in risk free assets 

would also be zero. This insurance coepsny takes no risk (since neither 

underwriting or investment risk exists) and cannot expect any profit. In this 

case, the underwriting profit will be equal to the negative of the investment 

profit at risk free rates. 

If this insurer were to invest in risky assets, however, it could expect a 

higher return from its investments than it would from risk free assets and 

would earn a profit. This profit would exist because the company secured the 

use of funds by writing insurance. It would make money on the spread between 

the investment return it could get by taking rirk and the return available at 

risk free rates. 

When insurance risk is greater than zero, the insurance profit for an 

insurer investing in risk free assets will also be greater than zero. This 

additional profit will reflect the reward for insurance risk. Insurance 

conpaniem, therefore, are in a position to bear two types of risk1 Insurance 

Risk and Investment Risk, and to earn two types of reward. 

In terms of their investment risk, insurance comprnies are brslcrlly 

financial intereediaries like banks. They obtain funds from policyholders and 

invest them. Their arofits are earned by the spread between the cost of funds 

and the return on f!. c. 



An interesting way to think of insurance operations in terms of the types 

of risk is to recognize that the investment department of an insurance company 

functions like a brnk. It takes funds provided by the underwriting operation 

and pays for them at risk free rates. It invests the funds in risky assets and 

expects to earn a profit from the risk it is taking. The difference between the 

-tint of investment income it earns and its cost of funds is the P refit it - 
earns The amount of investment income earned by the investeent department L 
includes interest, dividends, and rent as well as all caplial gains and losses 

as well as interest and other investment income. The underwriting operation 

gets credited for the funds it provides to the investment department at risk 

free rates. Thus the underwriting operation earns J profit which depends on 

the insurance risk it takes on, am shown in formula (31. 

We see that knowledge of investment income from policyholder supplied 

funds 1s an essential part of any analysis of insurdnce operations. He also 

SW, however, that only risk free rdtos are relevant to understdndinq profits 

from underwriting operations, The tnvestnrnt risk proaiua rdrndd by the 

investment department should make little difference to the profit l erned by the 

tndurdncd opwrtton, 

This paper will focus on the problems of measuring investment income in a 

wry that provides as accurate a picture PI possible of the insurance profit 

being earned by the ineurer. We are fntrrested in putting together a fraeeaork 

for keeping score. Determining the market reward for bearing insurancr risk 

is beyond the scope of this paper. We are convinced, however, that we 

cannot even begin to study the latter subject until we have better messtires of 

insurance company operations. 

Current accounting statements allow for the determination of underwriting 

profits. They also allow for thr determination of total investment profits. 

They do not provide direct inforretion sbout insurance profits. Thus it is 

very difficult to use these statemento to determine insurance profits. It is 

currently difficult, therefore, to measure the performance of insurance 

companies wlth regard to either their underwriting risk or their investment 

risk. 

Accounting rtrtemente should provide integrated information about 

insurance underwriting results and the associated investment earnings froe 

policyholder supplied funds. They should presant underwriting profit margins, 

investment errninga expected from assets underlying policyholder supplied 

funds, and errninqs fro+ funds pravided by owners. 

Companies will have to provide more information in their financial strtr- 

ments than they currently do if they or otherr wish to pain core understanding 
of their operations. A lot, however, can be done with information already 

available,. Annual staterent data is non supplied in a computer readable fore. 

It is now possible to design additional or replacement pages using this data 

that will aid the enalymis of the financial interrediary aspects of 
property/casualty insurance operations. The approach described in this paper 
will be called the Expected Value Accounting (EVA) approach, 

. 
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This paper will procuod by discussing &me principles to use in derignlng 

the EVA system. It will discuss how much data is now available for this pur- 

pose. Much of this data can only be used by making certain assumptions. Many 

of these are quite rnasonable and can be used with some confidsnco that they 

will provide the needed insight. Others are stronger (is. loss reasonable) and 

cannot be ussd with the same degree of confidence. In these areas, additional 

Information would provide more insight. 

I. INSURANCE FUNDS AND FLOWS 

The first step in the EVA method is to reorganizs the Balance Sheet. 

TABLE 1 

TOTAL: ALL CORPANIES (1989) 

FUND ORIENTED BALANCE SHEET 

(000,000 Oeittedl 

INVESTED ASSETS LIABILITIES 

I 7. 

Bonds 170,645 b5.9 Unearned Prem Reserve 

Stocks 52,754 20.4 Less Uncollected Prear. 

Other Inv. Assets XI,409 13.7 Net Unearned Prom 

Loss I LAE Recervss 

Total 258,808 100.0 Unearned Expenses 

Less Unpaid Expenses 

Nst Uneatnrd Expsnses 

Net Insurance Funds 

4 x 

Sb,EfO 22.0 

-27,191 -10.5 

29,660 11.3 

155,s97 LO. 1 

-10,063 -3.9 

4,347 1.7 

-5,716 -2.2 

179,540 69.4 

Nst Other Liabilities -1,960 -0.8 

Equity Funds (Surplus) 81,228 31.4 

Total 258,808 100.0 

The percentages show that about two thirds of ths invested assets are sup- 

plied by customers and one third by the owners. The percent of bonds (65.9%) 

is quite close to thr percent of customer supplied assets, This ray be coin- 

cidental but aatching these two items has long bern an investment rule of 
thumb'. 

The groupings shown on this balance sheet can all be derived from statu- 

tory balance Sheets, with the exception of prepaid expenses*. The value of 
this approach is that it places inV%sted assets together in one place and the 

suppliers of these assets in another. 

3. Herron, S.D., "Insurance Company Investnonts," Pm LII, 238-243' 

4. Prepaid Expenses are not available from statutory sources. 
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An incomQ statement will be constructed by adding ChunQi8 in balance sheet 

items to the a@OUnt paid on that item during the year, Earned premiums are 

shown as being equal to EOllQCtQd premiums plus the chanqe in net unearned 

premiums over the year. Incurred Iosses are shown as being equal to paid ios- 

ses plus the change in loss reserves during thQ year. Incurred expenses are 

shown as being equal to paid expenseo plus the change ln the prepaid expen8e 

reserve durinq the year. 

The next rtep in dQVelOpinQ thQ EVA method is to show the.flow of insur- 

ance funds. Table II shows this flow for the inductry in 1985: 

TABLE II 

TOTALi ALL COBPANIES 119851 

INSURANCE FUNDS FLOWS 

Written Premiums 

Change in UnCOllQctQd Prem, 

Premiums Collected 

Paid Los6 & LAE 

Expenses Paid 

198s 
---s--- 
144,347 

-3,565 

140,796 

-97,9!lo 

-39,519 

Total Insurance Cash Flow 3,327 

Pr?miuns colIQcted are backsd into by subtractinq the chanqr in premium 

rQCQivablQQ from written premium. ThiQ itQr is now included directly in the 

annUt QtatQaQnt but has not been in prior yQars. 

Next we calculate the change in noaina1 inrutQncQ reserveQ. 

TABLE III 

TOTAL; ALL COHPANIEE 11981) 

CHANBE IN NORINAL INSlhANC~ FUNDS 

Unearned Pres Reserves 

UnCOllQCtQd PrQmiUR8 

Net Unearned Prer 

Loss & LAE Reserve8 

NQt PrQpaid ExpQnses 

1984 1985 Chanqe 
------- -se---- ------ 

4S,832 36,850 11,019 

-23,b26 -27,191 -3,SbS 

22,206 27,660 7,454 

131,872 lSS,597 23,724 

-S,lSZ -5,716 -564 

Net Snsurance Fundr 148,926 179,s41 30,613 
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Statutory Insurance funds increased by $50.6 billion during 1985. Prepaid 

expenses reduced funds otherwise available funds by nearly half a billion. Nat 
unearned premiums increased by $7.5 billion. Loss ReEerver increrced by $23.7 
billion. 

If we add the change in the insurance funds to the amount paid during the 

year we haver 

TABLE IV 

TOTCILr ALL COMPANIES (19851 

INCURRED INSURANCE FLOWS 

Reserve 
Payments Changes Incurred 
-------- _______ -------- 

Premiums Earned 140,796 -7,454 133,342 

Incurred LOPB L LAE -97,950 -23,724 -121,673 

Incurred Expenses -39,519 5b4 -38,956 

GA&P Underwriting Profit' 3,327 -30,615 -27,287 

We see that the GAnP underwriting profit ir the sum of the variouc pay- 

ments (the flow of funds) and the changes in reserve8 (the stock of funds). 

Preniuam flow into the net unearned fund when they are collected. They flow 

out into the loss and LAE reserve fund, the expense fund, and surplus when 

exposures are earned. 

Incurred losses are eventually paid from the lorr and LAE reserve fund. 

That is, lenses are paid from reserves. Incurred expenrea flow from the 

unearned premium reserve into the expense reserve and then out as expenses are 

paid. White this treatment is the same as that used for losses, it in more 

confusing because most expense payments are made before exposures are earned. 

Losses are always paid after exposures are earned. Loss reBervec represent the 

obligation to make future paymentm on locsrs which have already occurred. 

In general, the prepaid expenrie reserve represents payments on business 

which has not yet been earned. It represents, on balance, an advance of funds. 

Thus it represents a liability which is negative becaucie it usually represents 

past payments. Expense payments made after exposure6 are earned represent a 

future liability in the same sense that loss liabilities do. Policyholder 

dividends represent thir type of expenre since they are paid after premiums are 

earned. They represent a future expected payment in the name sense that loasec 

do. 

5. The term "GAAP" Underwriting Profit is being used here to recognize the 

inclusion of prepaid expenses. Other GMP adjurtments have not been made. 



The insurance funds flow procesc can be modeled in tern5 of these accoun- 

tinq entries. Exhibit I shons a diagram of thir proce55. Funds flow into the 

company as collected premiums. They flow out PC stockholder dividends, paid 

1055 and loss adlustnent expenoer, and expenses (includinq policyholder divi- 

dend51. The flons rarely take place at the exact time that exposure5 are 

earned. Thus they form either positive pools of money (such a5 105s and L&E 

reserves) or negative Poole (such a5 prepaid expensesl. The negative pools re 

present fund5 flowing from the company before the premium is earns !. 

Interestingly enough, even the net unearned premium fund ha5 been negative 

in some situations. This happens when the delay in collecting premium5 is 

longer, on average, than the time it take5 to earn thr expo5ure. If, for 

instance, the company collect5 its premiums an average of one year after it 

writes its policies then the net unearned premium fund will be negative. At 

the height of the cash flow crisir of 1983, there ir evidence that several 

commercial lines companies were collectinq preriuns after policies were earned. 

Undertiritinq profit is what is left over from earned premiums after the 

proper contribution5 have been made to the loss and expence reserve fundr. 

This can be senn from Exhibit I, Surplu5 is credited with the gxoected under- 

writinq profit or lose at the moment losres occur and exposures are earned. 

Premium5 are matched to losses and expenses to record the underwriting profit. 

Thi5 concept of recognizing underwriting profit5 or losses at the time 

that applicable exposures are earned is intended to provide an accurate picture 

of the company's underwriting profit perfurrance at the time it take5 place. 

If loss05 and premiums were perfectly recorded at the time when applicable 

premium5 were earned, this procedure would provide an accurate picture of the 

company85 underwriting profit performance at that time. Neither premiums or 
losses are perfectly known at the moment of exposure, however, and must be 
estimated, 

Eventually, ln5ser and prrniumr become known and must be taken into 
account. Roth GAAP and statutory accounting practice i5 to have misestimate5 

flow into profits when they are corrected. Thus the actual underwriting profit 

recorded in any given year 15 the estimated profit on the current accident year 

(the l xpo5ures earned during the y&at) plus any changes in estimated 
underwriting profit5 from prior year'5 exporures. That Isr 

UND PROFIT t 
current cal yr 

EfTIMTED UND PROFIT 
current act yr 

+ &ESTItMTED UND PROFIT 
prior yrs 



Exhibit I 
DIAGRAM OF INSURANCE FUNDS AND FLOWS 
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Actuaries call this the "calendar-year" method because all corrections in 

Ions estimates affect the underwriting profit for the year in which the cor- 

rection is made. An alternate method is to reestimate prior years underwriting 

profits whenever corrections are made. Thus, if 105506 occurring in 1980 in- 

crease by $100 million in 1903, the estimated underwriting prufit for 1980 do- 

creases by 5100 million. This is called the "accident-year" method of account- 

ing. 

There are advantages and shortcomings to both approaches. The advantage 

of the accident year approach is that the true underwriting profit for any year 

eventually becomes known. The disadvantage is that it may become known only 

when it is a matter of purely historical interest. The calendar year method 

records misestimates at the time they become known. This makes manaqement re- 

sponsible for them at that time. 

The calendar year approach seems to be a necessity for accounting docu- 

ments intended to inform users of everything that has happened to a company 

during a particular accounting period. This inctudes the impact of corrections 

for prior year's misestimate5 whare adherence to accrual principle5 of account- 

ing i5 impossible. At the same time, however. caiendar year accountina cm 

provide a misleadina picture of the comoanv's current underwritina performance. 

Accounting statement5 can provide estimates of both current year's under- 

writing performance and the impact on profits of corrections for prior years 

mi5ectinate5. This can be done by showing reserve changes and payments 

applicable to both the current year and prior years separately. 

Shown below is an exhibit which separates loss information into the cur- 

rent year and all prior years! 

RESERVES 12184 

Unearned Premiums 

Unearned -46 
Uncollected 24 
Net -22 

Loss by LAE Reserves 

(196s -132 
1983 XXX 

Unearned Expenses 

Unearned 9 
Unpaid -4 
Net 5 

Net Insurance Funds 
-149 

TABLE V 

TOTAL: ALL COMPANIES (1965) 

ANALYSIS OF UNDERWRITING PROFIT 

fOOO,OOO,OOO Omitted1 

12185 Change PAYIIENTS 

Premiums Paid 

-57 
27 

-50 -7 141 

Paid Losses 

-90 42 -51 
4.5 -65 -47 

Paid Expenses 

10 1 
-4 0 

4 1 -40 

Net Ins. Payments 

-179 -30 3 

INCURRED 

Premiums Earned 

t33 

Incurred Lorses 

-9 
-113 

Incurred Expense5 

-39 

-27 



It the beginning of 1985 there were 5149 billion dollars which had been 

paid to the industry and had not yet flowed out a6 losses, expenses, or under- 
writing profits. Of this amount, 5132 billion had flowed through the unearned 

premium fund and on into the loss reserve fund. Clnother $22 billion had flowed 
into the unearned premium fund and had yet to leave as earned premium. In ad- 

dition, the industry paid 55 billion in expenses before 1985 on bshrlf of 

policies earned after the end of 1904. This reduced the funds otherwise avail- 

able for investment at the time by that amount. 

During 1985, these funds increased by 530 billion. Premiums paid amounted 

to $141 billion. Approximately $31 billion was in the unearned premium fund at 

the end of the year. Pllmost all of the 523 billion in that fund at the begin- 

ning of the year had flowed into losses, expenses, and underwriting profit. 
Thus there was 57 billion more in the unearned premium fund at the end of the 

year than there was at the beginning. 

(It the same time the industry paid 551 billion from the 12/82 loss reserve 

fund which was reduced by only 541 billion. Thus, during 1985, the impact on 

underwriting profits from revaluing prior years losses was almost 59 billion. 

Fit the same time the industry paid 541 billion and posted 565 billion of 

reserves on 1 asses occurring during 1985. Loss reserves increased by 523 

billion as a result of these activities. This increase was funded by with- 

drawals from unearned premiums and surplus. 

There was an increase of about S.9 billion in unearned expenses during 

1985. This reduced funds otherwise available for investment by the same 

amount. It also meant that 533.9 billion out of the total 539.5 billion of 

expenses paid in 1985 applied to business earned in 1989 while 55.7 billion 

applied to business earned after 1985. The total expenses incurred in 1985 

were $39.0 billion. This was the sum of the $33.9 billion paid during 198s on 

1985 business plus the 59.1 billion paid before 1985 on 1989 business. 

In 1985, the premiums paid to the industry were about 53.3 billion more 

than the losses and expenses paid by the industry. At the same time, however, 

loss liabilities and unearned premium liabilities increased by approximately 

532 blllion. 

II. INVESTMENT INCOME 

We have shorn how to account for underwriting profits in terms of funds 

flows and In changes in the various stocks of funds. Underwriting profits, 

however, are statements of nominal funds flows. The timing of these flows is 

not considered. At the same time, the industry has recorded bonds at values 

based upon their purchase price plus any Change6 due to amortization. Thus it 

has basically treated the largest body of invested assets on a nominal basis as 

well. 



There is a principle which should be observed in financial statements which 

is clearly violated in current approaches to insurance accounting. This is the 

principle that accounting items with equal value should be shown as equal in 

value. Items that have different values should be shown with dffferent vslues. 

In insurance accounting, for instance, a dollar of loss reserves an a home- 

owners policy is expected to be paid within a year. CI dollar of medical mal- 

practice resurves, however, is expected to be paid after about 4.5 years. No 

distinction is made between these types of reserves on current balance sheetn. 

It would be necessary to invefit almost a dollar today to have a dollar 

available to pay the homeowner's loss tomorrow. Much less would be needed to 

invest today to pay the redical malpractice 1066 day after tomorrow. Thus, in 

terms of funds needed today to pay the loss tomorrow, the dollar of homeowner's 

reserves is not equal to the dollar of malpractice reserves. 

We can address this problen by determining how much we would have to 

invest today to provide the funds needed tomorrow. We use this information to 

construct a balance sheet where the value of a liability is the value of the 

assets that must be provided today-to pay the liability tomorrow. 

Consider the sale of a policy for 599 which has no expenses and is expect- 

ed to have a loss of 5120 to be paid two years later. For expositional 

purposes we will have the policy run for a day. This means the preaium is 

earned when it is paid. We are able to buy two year zero coupon bonds paying 

10%. The policy is sold at mid-year at a breakeven price, 

First we illustrate the way current accounting methods would treat this 

policy. Exhibit II illustrates the accounting statements for the three years 

there is activity on the policy. 

Exhibit II shows that during year one, the company experienced a 521.00 

underwriting loss. At the same time it earned 55.00 of investment income from 

the accrued interest on its bond. Thus its net income during the year from the 

single policy it wrote was -516.00. The company looks as if it took a net loss 
on its operations during the year, 

We now look dt the 5ituation during the following yurr. The company 

writes no more premiums. Even though the company did no business during year 
two, it continued to hold thQ bond purchased in year 01 which was now worth 

5114.40. Thus it earned a profit of $10.40 during the year. 



TOTAL: COMPANY X 

RNRLYSIS OF UNDERWRITING PROFIT (YEAR 11 

EXHIBIT II 

RESERVES 
12/00 12/01 

Unearned Premiums 
0.0 0.0 

Lo55 & LAE Reserves 
(01 0.0 0.0 

01 x.x -120.0 
Net Insurance Funds 

0.0 -120.0 
Invested Assets 

0.0 104.0 

RESERVES 
12/01 12/02 

Unearned Premiums 
0.0 0.0 

Los5 & LAE Reserves 
(02 120,o 120.0 

02 x.x 0.0 
Net Insurance Funds 

-120.0 -120.0 
Invested Assets 

104.0 114.4 

RESERVES 
12/02 12/03 

Unearned Premiums 
0.0 0.0 

Loss I LAE Reserves 
(03 -120.0 0.0 

03 x.x 0.0 
Net Insurance Funds 

-120.0 0.0 
Invested Assets 

114.4 0.0 

Change 

0.0 

0.0 
-120.0 

PAYMENTS 

Premiums Paid 
99.0 

Paid Losses 
0.0 
0.0 

-120.0 

104.0 

99.0 
Cash Flows 

Net Sales -99.0 
Interest 0.0 
Total -99.0 

(YEAR 21 

PAYMENTS 
Change 

Premiums Paid 
0.0 0.0 

Paid Lo55e5 

120.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 

0.0 

10.4 

0.0 
Cash Flows 

Net Sales 0.0 
Interest 0.0 
Total 0.0 

(YEAR 3) 

Change 

0.0 

120.0 
0.0 

PAYMENTS 

Premiums Paid 
0.0 

Paid Losses 
-120.0 

0.0 

120.0 

-114.4 

0.0 
Cash Flows 

Net Sales 120.0 
Interest 0.0 
Total 120.0 

INCURRED 

Premiums Earned 
99.0 

Incurred Losses 
0.0 

-120.0 

-21.0 
Net Inv. Income 

5.0 

INCURRED 

Premiums Earned 
0.0 

Incurred L~55es 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
Net Inv. Income 

10.4 

INCURRED 

Preeiums Earned 
0.0 

Incurred Losses 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
Net Inv. Income 

5.6 



During year three the bond accrued another $5.60 in value and the company 

then sold it for 4120. The company used this amount to pay the 1~66 of $120. 
Thus the company earned $9.60 from its investment operations, 

The story these statements tell us is that the company sold a policy on 

which it took a loss of s21.00. At the same time, with no other assets than 

those provided by that policy, it earned an investment profit of $21.00. It is 
clear, in retrospect, that there was na lose or gain on the poticy. The 

investment income profits earned during years two and three were really part 

and parcel of the results e_@Sc_te_& when the policy was sold. 

If the expected investment earnings had been recognized at the time the 

premiums were earned, the underwriting loss for this policy wuufd have been 

equal to the investment incoine expeCted. This is the result shown in formula 

(21. Thus the expected profit would be zero. Earlier in this paper it was 

pointed out that in calendar year accounting, profits or losses that are 

recognized after the year in which premiums are earned flow through to profits 

when they are recognized. Rt the same time expected profits are recognized, as 

well as they can be, by posting reserves representing loSse5 expected to be 

paid in later years. 

Current insurance accounting approaches recognize losses that are expected 

to be paid in the future. They do not recognize the investment income expected 

from the assets underlying these losses until that income is earned. Neverthe- 

1066, these investment earnings are just as predictable as losses are. When 

one is recognized and the other is not, there is a mismatch between earned 

revenue (the investment income) and the expenses incurred in producing that 

revenue (the losses). Since investment income is reasonably Predictable. It 

should be recqmized when exopsurss are earned. 

Table VI is similar to Exhibit II, but adds a receivable item which does 

recoqnlze the expected investment earnings. Only the first year is shown. 

During the second year the investment income expected from loss reserve funds 

is reduced by $10.4. This is matched by $10.4 of interest accrued on the bond. 

The interest accrued is shown as a positive paid loss. During the third 

year the investment income receivable from lass reserve funds is reduced to 

zero. The bond is sold as in the prior example. All transactions cancel out 

leaving no assets and having no effect on profits. For convenience, bond 

accruals are treated as a payment even though no actual funds flow takes 

placp. 



RESERVES PRYMENTS INCURRED 

12/00 
Unearned Premiums 

0.0 
COPS & LAE Reserves 

(01 
Reserve 0.0 
Receivable 0.0 
Net Reserve 0.0 

12101 Change 

0.0 0.0 
Premiums Paid Premiums Earned 

99.0 99.0 
Paid Losses Incurrod Lnssom 

0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

01 
Reserve x.x 
Receivable x.x 
Net Reserve X.X 

-120.0 -120.0 
16.0 16.0 

-104.0 -104.0 

0.0 
5.0 
5.0 

-120.0 
21.0 

-99.0 

Net Insurance Funds 
0.0 -104.0 -104.0 

Net Cash Flow Insurance Profit 
104.0 0.0 

TflBLE VI 

TOT&L: CONPANY X 

CINFlLYSIS OF UNDERWRITING PROFIT (YEAR 11 

In Table VI the insurance profit booked on this policy at the time it is 

earned is zero, This is equal to the profit expected. 

Exhibit III -1s similar to Table VI but is a little more complicated, The 

general approach developed in this paper will be illustrated from this example. 

We begin by determining the current market va,lue of the assets required today 

to pay all of the losses expected tomorrow. The difference between the nominal 

value of the reserves (the actual dollar amount of losses expected) and the 

market value of the assets supporting these reserves is shown as an investment 

receivable. This investment receivable is the amount of investment income 

expected from supporting funds by the time losses are paid. 

Since both loss reserves and investment receivables are estimates, reality 

will eventually replace expectation. Errors in estimates will create positive 

or negative profit flows. Errors in estimates of expected investment earnings_ 

from assets supporting insurance funds should be recognized in accounting 

statements in the same way that errors in loss estimates are recognized. The 

investment receivable entry should be thought of as a reserve which rscognires 

future investment flows just as loss reserves recognize future payment flows. 

Fls time passes, actual losses will gradually replace expected lesser. At the 

same time a more accurate picture of the remaining losses will also emerge. 

Both of these will create differences between the investment income expected 

and that rctuallv earned. These chaDpes and the changes resultina from loss 

pavments and chanaos in reserves should flaw through to the balance sheet and 

income st_&ements in the same Way. 



The investment receivable items represent the amount of interest expected 

from the various assets supporting the insurance funds. Thus it is necessary 

to take into account the rate of interest expected from thQse assets. For loss 

reserves, this means forecasting future interest rates. In practical terms, 

forecasting these future interest rates has proven to be a fruitless task. 

Some economists have argued that the best predictor of future interest rates is 

the present rate. 

This suggests that the best estimate of investment income that will be 

earned from assets supporting insurance funds is the amount of interest they 

would earn if employed at the rates of interest prevailing at any given moment. 

The market value of assets themselves depends upon the same rates of interest. 

The procedure proposed in this paper records assets at market values. 

Insurance funds are recorded as nominal liabilities together with the invest- 

ment income QxpQCtQd from those funds. This expected investment income will be 

called an investment receivable. The sum of the nominal liability and its as- 

sociated receivable will be Called a net liability. Changes in interest rates 

from one year to the next only flow through to profits to the extent that 

changes in assets and net liabilities do not offset each other. The degree to 

which these changes offset each other reflects what is called immunization. 

Complete immunization means that changes in interest rates will have no effect 

on profits. Interest rate risk is elinlnated. 

The company purchased a zero coupon bond with the same cash flow as that 

for losses in the example used in Table VI. Suppoce interest rates had changed 

from 10% at the time the policy went from 8X by the end of the year and then to 

7% by the end of the second year. under th~e~pcedure. no difference in 
profits would be recoanized as a result of these interest rate chanoes. The 

loss investment receivable at the end of the first year, expressed in terms of 
the current interest rate of SX, is 413.10. This is s2.90 less than the 
receivable would have been if the interest rate had not changed. &thPElqlp 
fine. however, the marketooes from $104 at 107, 

interest to S10L.90 at 8% interA& The fall in interest rates makes the IOX 

rate built into the bond more attractive and so the price rises to the point 

where ft has an 8X yield, Thus we have a loss on the receivable of $2.90 and a 

gain on the market value of the bond of (2.90. These two changes offset each 

other and there is no effect on profits. The same thing happens during the 
third year. This is a spPci*l case of immunization, since the flows connected 

with both the assets and liabilities are the same, 



TOTRL: COMPRNY X 

ANALYSIS OF UNDERWRITING PROFIT (YEAR 11 

EXHIBIT III 

RESERVES 

12/01 

Unearned Premiums 

0.0 

Loss & LAE Reserves 

(01 
Reserve 0.0 
Receivable 0.0 
Net Reserve 0.0 

01 
Reserve xxx.x 
Receivable xXx.x 
Net Reserve XxX.X 

Net Insurance Funds 

0.0 

RESERVES 

12101 

Unearned Premiums 

0.0 

Loss t LBE Reserves 

(02 
Reserve -120.0 
Receivable 13.1 
Net Reserve -106.9 

02 
Reserve 0.0 
Receivable 0.0 
Net Reserve 0.0 

Net Insurance Funds 

-106.9 

RESERVES 

12/02 

Unearned Premiums 

0.0 

Loss B LRE Reserves 

(03 
Reserve -120.0 
Receivable 4.b 
Net Reserve -113.4 

03 
Reserve 0.0 
Receivable 0.0 
Net Reserve 0.0 

Net Insurance Funds 

-113.0 

PAYMENTS 

12/02 Change 

Premiums Paid 

0.0 0.0 99.0 

Paid Losses 

0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

-120.0 -120.0 0.0 
13.1 13.1 5.0 

-106.9 -106.9 5.0 

Net Cash Flaw 

-106.9 -106.9 104.0 

YEAR 2 

PAYMENTS 

12/02 Change 

Premiums Paid 

0.0 0.0 0.0 

Paid Losses 

-120.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6.6 -6.5 8.6 2.1 

-113.4 -6.5 8.6 2.0 

0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

Net Cash Flow 

-113.4 -6.5 8.6 

YEAR 3 

12103 Change 

0.0 

0.0 120.0 -120.0 0.0 
0.0 -b.h L,6 0.0 
0.0 113.4 -113.4 0.0 

0.0; 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

113.4 

PAYMENTS INCURRED. 

Premiums Pal d Premiums Earned 

0.0 0.0 

Paid Losses Incurred Losses 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

Net Cash Flow 

113.4 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

Insurance Profit 

0.0 

INCURRED 

Premiums Earned 

99.0 

Incurred Losses 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

-120.0 
LG. 1 

-101.9 

Insurance Profit 

-2.9 

INCURRED 

Premiumm Earned 

0.0 

Incurred Losses 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

Insurance Proftt 

2.1 

-4h7- 



Exhibit III shows what can happen as a result of interest rate changes 
when an immunized situation does not exist. We will assume that instead of 

buying matched zero coupon bonds to support the funds the company buys a six 
month bond yielding 10% at the end of the year. The company purchases the bond 
for $99 at the time the policy is sold (midyear) and sells it for $104 at the 

end of the year. By this time interest rates have fallen to 8X. If interest 
rates remained at 8% for the next year and a half it would not be possible to 

earn the sib originally expected, It would require aeeets of slob,9 investsd 

at 8% to have sl20 available at the time the loss payment was due. Thus the 

amount of interest the company will expect to earn by the tiae the loss is paid 

is $13.1 rather than $16. This new expectation producas the financial 
statement shown in Exhibit III, year one. 

We tee, from this Exhibit, that the change in interest rates has changed 

the expected profit from SO to a loss of $2.90. This is funded by a negative 

profit flow of $2.90. 

The company buys an annual bond bearing an 8% coupon at the end of year 01 

for slob.9 and earns $8.6 during year 02. Thus it has s115.80 on hand. Inter- 

est rates now go from 8% to 12% by the end of year 02. It is now possible to 
buy a six month bond yielding 12% for $113.40 at that time which will earn 

$6.60. bt the end of the final six month period the company will have tiZ0 on 

hand which will be the exact amount needed to pay the loss. The interert 

expected at the end of year 02 is $6.6 as shown in Exhibit III, year 2. This 

second change In interest rates has improved the situation. The reduction of 

two percentage points in the interest rate during the first year produced a 
loss of $2.9. The increase of two percentage points during the second year 

produced a profit of $2.10. While the conpany had s115.50 on hand at the end 
of year 02, it only ne#d#d $113.40 to buy a bond that nould provfde the funds 

needed~ to pay the $120 loss. The difference flows back to surplus just as the 

eff#ct of the first interest rate change caused a flow from surplus. The net 

profit is now S-.80. 

During the third year the bond asr#t is sold for the amount that will pay 

the 1or1. No contribution from capital or to capital takes place. 

In the above example, all assets ware sold at the #nd of each year. Thus 

the value shown for them was exactly the value the market placed on th#n. 

In this exampl#, interest rate changes produced profits and losses. In 

th# example from Table VI, int#rest rate changes did not have an sffect on 

profits and losses. The reason for this difference is that in the first exam- 

ple assets and liabilities were immuniz#d. In the second they were not. In 

this exampfe interest rate changes almost canceled out over the period loss 

reserve liabilities were held. Thus the net difference between the profit 

expected at the time the policy was sold in year 00 and that actually gained 

was quite small. Had interest rates increased or decreased throughout the 

period, the difference in profits would have boon significantly larger. 



III. THE EXPECTED VALUE PCCDUNTINB (EVEI ClPPRDACH 

We propose to measure insurance profit by first determining nominal funds 

and flows and then the investment funds and flows associated with them. The 
different fundr and flows we conrider are shown in Exhibit I. 

.We see in Exhibit I that a company writer premiumr, collects them, and 

then earns them. Preeiums are in the Uncollected Preaiurn Fund free the tire 

the company wrlteo premiums until it collects them . Premiums are in the Net 
Unearned Premium Fund from the time the company collects the premiums until it 

earns then. Thus Net Unearned Premiums are equal to Unearned Preriur# rlnur 

Uncollected Premiums. 

When premiums are earned, they flow into loss and L(IE reserves, l rpenro 
reserve5 and into surplus as a profit or loss. Eventually the coaprny pays 

losses and expense and books a profit. Preriues are available for invewtrent 

from the time the company collects premiums until it pay8 them out rr.profits, 

lorrec, or expenns8. 

QrMP accounting recognizes the expected benefit of nominal flour et the 

time the earned premium flow take0 place. The Expected Value Accounting (EVA) 
dpproach recognizes the expected benefit of invemtment flown at the #see time. 

We will evaluate the enpected bmnefit of inventing premiums before WI earn 

them. We make these investments while premiums are in the Wet Unearned Premium 

Fund. Thu8 NO look at the interert earned on premium funds from the time a 

conpany collects the premiuma until it earns them. We then look at the 

interest expected on assets supporting lors and LoE refiervea. We almo look rt 

the interert lort or gained by timing differences in the payeent of l xpennen. 

That is, we look at the interest lost or gained when the company pay# its 

expenses. The company loser interest income when it pays expenres early (it. 

when it pays expenses before it earns the annociated preniumsl. It prina 

interest income when the company pays expenses late. 

We call the sum of after-tax flows the investment credit. We call thr sun 
of the underwriting profit and the investment credit (where we evaluate both on 

an after-tax basis1 the insurance orofit. Thir name comes free the recop- 

nition that an insurance company'cr total profit (or loss1 can be looked at a~ 

the sum of three elementsi 

TOTCIL PROFIT w UNDERWRITINB PROFIT (4) 
+ INVESTMENT CREDIT 

t INVESTMENT INCOME FROM CIPITAL FUNDS 



The third element is one the capital provider would earn if he were not in 

the insurance business at all. life call this e&y-profits. Ne treat equity 

profits on an aftertax basis. In Massachusetts, Myers and Cohn= recognized 

that the capital provider could avoid paying federal income taxes on these 

earnings if he were not in insurance. Thus a firm's insurance profit should be 

at least equal to the taxes incurred on the investment of capital funds. If it 

i6 not, the capital provider wiii have a higher after-tax return outside the 

insurance business than within it. 

The first two items, underwriting profit and investment credit, result 

from entering the insurance business. Thus it makes sense to call their sum 

the insurance profit. 

The insurance profit is the sum of nominal and investment flows a6 

f0110ws1 

INSURANCE PROFIT = PREMIUM EARNED 

- LOSSES INCURRED 

x (1 + INTEREST EARNED ) (5) 
premium 

X (1 f INTEREST EARNED ) 
losses 

- EXPENSES INCURRED x (1 + INTEREST EARNED ) 
expenees 

- FEDERAL TAXES INCURRED x 11 t INTEREST EARNED ) 
fit 

The EVA approach shows the insurance profit expected from premiums earned 

during a particular year. It also showr the adjustments made to prior years’ 

expected profits a6 a better picture of these profits emerges over time. The 

EVA Balance sheet shows the nominal value of the insurance funds, together with 

the interest free investing the assets underlying the funds. The EVA Income 

Statement chows nominal changes in funds plus payment flows, It also shows 

changes in expected investment income plus the actual interest earned during 

the year. 

Exhibit IV presents EVA balance sheets and income statenents for the total 

P/C insurance industry from 1985 through 1985, The figures in these statements 

come from annual statement 'data provided by A.M. Best and Co. We will discuss 
the details of how these figures were derived in following sections of this 

paper. 

It is necessary to know the amount and tiring of nominal insurance funds 
flows to determine the insurance profit, These are the premium, loss, expense, 
and federal tax flows. It is also necessary to know what interest rate to use 

in estimating the investment income which will be earned from theee flows. 

5. Myers and Cohn, "Insurance Rate of Return Regulation and the Capital Asset 
Pricing Model" 1 Massachusetts Private Paesenoer Automobile filing for 1982 -__ ----- ------__ 
RatBs. 



EVA METHODI INSURANCE LIAEILITIES 

EXHIBIT IV 
Page 1 

_--_-- mm-e-- s----- ----_- -___-” 

PREMIUHS 1993 Change 1984 Change 1985 
______ ------ __---- ------ ------ 

1, Unearned Premlumu 42,410 31394 45,832 11,019 56,8SO 
2. Uncollected Premiums -20,755 -2,871 -23,626 -3,565 -27,191 
3. Net Unearned Premiums 21,723 483 22,206 7,454 29,660 
4. Interest Earned 567 45 612 1 613 
5, EVA Unearned Premiums 22,290 527 22,818 7,455 30,272 

EXPENSES 

6. Unearned Expenses -7,b54 -1,125 -8,779 -1,284 -10,063 
7. Exp. Booked but Unpaid 3,137 409 3,626 720 4,347 
8. Net Unearned Expenses -4,517 -63b -5,152 -5b4 -5,716 
9. Interest Lost -157 -16 -173 9 -164 

10. EVA Unearned Expenses -4,674 -652 -5,326 -554 -5,BBO 

LOSSES 

PRIOR YEARS 

11. Losl Reserve Carried 69,455 7,885 77,340 12,669 90,208 
14. Inv. Income Expected -11,040 -1,037 -12,077 962 -11,115 
15. EV6 Loss Reserve 58,415 6,848 63,263 13,631 79,093 

CURRENT YEAR 

lb. Loss Reserve Carried 
19. Inv. Income Expected 
20. EVA LOBS Reserve 

49,298 5,239 54,933 10,855 65,388 
-5,799 -743 -6,542 lb4 -6,378 
43,499 4,492 47,991 11,019 59,010 

ALL YEARS 

21. Loss Reserve Carried 118,752 13,120 131,872 23,724 135,597 
24. Inv. Income Expected -16,839 -1,780 -18,619 1,126 -17,493 
25. EVA Loss Reserve 101,913 11,340 113,255 24,050 138,103 

NET INSURANCE FUNDS 

26. Nominal Ins. Funds 135,958 12,967 148,926 30,615 179,541 
27. Net Interest -16,529 -1,751 -18,181 1,136 -17,044 
28. EVA Funds 119,530 11,216 130,746 31,750 162,496 



EXHIBIT IV 
Page 2 

EVA METHOD: INSURANCE PAYflENTS 

PREMIUMS 

1. Collected Premiums 
2. Interest Earned 
3. EVA Collected Prem. 

EXPENSES 

“ “ “ “ “ “ ”  

1984 
""""""" 

115, bb4 
1,385 

117,048 

“ “ “ “ “ “ ”  

1985 
""""""" 

140,794 
1,386 

142,181 

4. Paid Expanses 
5. Interest Lost 
b. EVA Paid Expenses 

LOSSES 

-35,087 
-308 

-35,395 

-39,519 
-291 

-39,810 

PRIOR YEAR 

7. Paid Loss L LAE -44,057 -50,Slb 
8. Interest Earned 4,897 5,733 
9. EVA Paid Losses -39,940 -44,702 

CURRENT YEAR 

10. Paid Loss & LAE -43,630 
11. Interest Earned 11489 
12. EVA Paid Losses -42,141 

ALL YEARS 

-47,434 
1,496 

-45,937 

13. Paid Loss L LAE 
14. Interest Earned 
IS. EVA Paid Losses 

NET INSURANCE PAYHENTS 

-88,487 
b,30h 

-s2,100 

-97,950 
7,230 

-90,720 

lb. Nominal Payments -7,910 3,327 
17. Interest Earned 7,463 8,325 
18. EVA Ins. Payments -447 11,652 



EVA METHODi INCOME STATEMENT 
EXHIBIT IV 
Page 3 

.%2!IuMs_ 

1. Earned Premiums 

2. Interest Earned 

3. EVA Earnod Prom. 

EXPui~ES_ 

4. Earned Expenses 

5. Interest Lost 

6. EVA Earned Exp. 

LOSSES -_I 

PRIOR YEAR 

7. Incurred Lorr Stat. 

9. Inv. Receivable 

10. Net Incurred Loss 

11. Interest Earned 

12. EVA Incurred Loss 

CURRENT YEAR 

13. Incurred Loss Stat. 

14. Interest Earned 

15. EVA Incurred Loss 

ALL YEARS 

lb. Incurred Loss Stat. 

17. Interest Earned 

18. EVA Incurred Loss 

!.wE~L~E~~L~C_o_CIE_ 

23. Interest 

24. Capital Qaine 

25. Total 

NET INSURANCE PAYMENTS 

26. Underwriting Profit 

27. Investment Credit 

26. Net Federal Taxec 

29. Insurance Profit 

1984 1985 

“““““““““““““““““““““““““” “““““““““““__“_““_“““““““” 

Paid Change Incurred Paid Change Incurred 
"""""""" """""""" """""""" ""..""""" """""""" """""""" 

115,664 -483 115,181 140,796 -7,454 133,342 
1,385 -45 I, 340 1,386 -1 1,385 

117,048 -527 116,521 142,lEl -7,455 134,727 

-35,087 636 -34,452 -39,s19 564 -3S,9Sb 
-308 lb -292 -291 -9 -300 

-35,395 652 -34,743 -39,810 554 -39,256 

-44,857 41,413 -3,444 -50,516 41,664 -8,852 
0 218 218 0 563 S&3 

-44,857 41,&31 -3,226 -90,516 42,227 -8,289 
4,897 -4,762 136 5,733 -7,504 -1,770 

-39,960 36,691 -3,309 -44,782 34,160 -10,bZZ 

-43,630 -54,533 -98,163 -47,434 -65,380 -112,822 
I, 489 6,542 8,031 1,496 6,378 7,075 

-42,141 -47,991 -90,132 -45,937 -59,010 -104,947 

-88,487 -13,120 -101,607 -97,950 -23,723 -121,&73 

6,386 1,780 8,166 7,230 -1,126 b, 104 
-82,100 -11,340 -93,440 -90,720 -24,850 -115,570 

7,463 

7,463 

7,463 8,325 8,325 
82 82 2,333 2,493 

82 7,545 8,325 2,333 10,658 

-7,910 -12,967 -20,077 3,327 -30,614 -27,207 

7,463 1,833 9,296 8,325 1,197 9,522 

701 5,146 5,847 -4,856 13,527 8, b71 

254 -6,026 -5,772 6,796 -15,890 -9,094 



EXHIBIT IV 
Page 4 

EVA METHOD: BALANCE SHEEl 

ASSETS 

1. Market Value of T-Bills 

2. Asset changes 

3. Funding Required 

4. EVA Premiums 

5. EVA Expenses 

b. Prior Yr. EVA Loss 

7. Curr. Yr. EVA Loss 

8. Total 

9. Cash Flow 

10. Collected Preas. 

11. Expenses Paid 

12. Losses Paid 

13. Total 

“_“_“““_ _“_“_“_” “ “ “ _ “ “ “ ”  “ “ “ “ “__”  “ “ “ “ “ “ “ ”  

1983 Change 1904 Change 1985 
"""""""" """""""" """""""" """"""".. "mm--""" 

119,530 130,746 162,496 

-116,521 -134,727 

34,743 39,256 

3,226 8,289 

90,132 104,947 """"""" """"""W 
11,580 17,765 """"""" ““““““” 

115,664 

-79,944 

-43,430 """"""" 
-7,910 """"""" 

140,796 

-90,035 

-47,434 
“““L”“” 

3,327 """"""" 

14. Interest Earned 7,463 8,325 

1s. Capital Gains 82 2,333 

lb. Tats1 Asset Change 11,215 31,790 

LIABILITIES 

17. EVA Unearned Premiure 22,290 527 22,818 7,455 30,272 

18. EVA Unearned Expensee -4,674 -652 -5,JZb "SS4 -5, SBO 

19. EVA Loss Reserves 101,913 11,340 113,255 24,850 138,103 

20. Total EVA Ins. Liabs. 119,530 11,215 130,746 31,750 162,496 



The EVA approach expresser the insurance profit in the following termsr 

INSURANCE PROFIT = PREMIUMS PAID + AUNEARNED PREMIUMS (6) 

t INTEREST PAID +&INTEREST EARNED ON UNEARNED 

- LOSSES PAID - ALOSS RESERVES 

t INTEREST PAID + AINTEREST EARNED ON LOSS RESERVES 

- EXPENSES PAID - APREPAID EXPENSE RESERVES 

- INTEREST LOST -&INTEREST LDST ON PREPAID EXPENSES 

The interest paid and earned in formula (61 depends on th4 time the 

related flows of funds take place. It alEo depends on the interest oarn4d 

while the company holds the funds, Current annual statement data do4s not 

provide this information but it do4s provid4 the basis for reasonable estimates 

of it. 

The next section of this paper will examine how to determine the timing of 

insurance flows. Another section will deal with interest rater. 

IV. THE TIMING OF INSURANCE FLOWS 

In this section, we will see what we can 14am about the timing of 

insurance flows using annual statement data. We will find that we can learn 

quite a lot. We will also find that the areas with the biggest difficulties 

are those which make the least diffsrenco. 

We brgin by sxamining what w4 can 14am about pr4miur flows from annual 

statement data. WP continue by examining expanse flows and finally we will 

look at loss and LAE flows. 

Me will find that w4 cannot determine the exact timing of pr4mium and 

expense flows from annual statement data. We can, however, make reasonable 

estimat4e of th4 av4raae time that flows take place. We will show that 

knowl4daPDf average flow times arovider estimates of the intrrpct we can S&r_n_ 

from N4t Unearned Prpmium and Exornca funds. Thsre answorD are verv similar to 

t~e-&n_s~S~q-qained bv an exact knowledae of the flows. 

The timing of loss and LAE payments is more important than the timing of 

premium and expense payments. Schedules 0 and P of th4 annual cltatement, 

how4v4r, provid4 information about the timing of th4s4 payments. 

We will examine how much WP learn about these flows by line. WP will 490 

that w4 can learn almost as much about flows by line as we can about company- 

wide flows. Nevertheless there are limits on what we can learn about cash 

flows by line. The annual statement, for example, makes no distinction betw4on 

personal and commercial lines. Thus we must estimate personal and commercial 

cash flows from data that aggregates the two. In addition, annual statement 

data does not separate premium receivables into different lines. There is 

reaeon to believe that premium recaivabIe6 for personal linsc ar4 quit4 
different from those for commercial linom. 



PREflIUtlS 

The flow of insurance funds begins when a company collect8 premiums. It 

continue8 when the company earns them. At that time funds flow into lose and 

expen8e funds rnd into retained earnings. in this section we will learn how to 

estimate the length of the period betwaon the time premiums are collected dnd 

the tins they are earned. Ye want to see how long premiums rerain in the Net 

Unedrned Premium Reserve. 

At any given time, the company will be earning premium from policies 

written and still active, The premium8 on these policies are cdlied "premium8 

in force," or PIF. Premiums earned ovar any period of time are equal to the 

PIF times the rstio of the length of the period to the term of the polici08~ 

Exhibit V diagrams the relrtion8hip between the process oi writing 

pramiumr dnd the procell of edrning them. It consists of three triangle8 which 

are partly shaded dnd partly clear. The chddrd dreds represent time during 

which the company has collected premiums but hdw not yet earned thrn. The two 
lower triengles form a trapezoid representing the flow of premiums written in 

year -01. The two rightmost triangle8 represent premiumu earned during year 

00. The middle triangle represents preniur8 unearned at time zero. 

The white drea within each triangle represents premium8 written but not 

yet received. In this exhibit, the delry in collecting premiums is .2S years. 
At tins zero, dll the premium8 edrned in the Uncollected Premium8 l rmd are 

still uncollected. The total premiums written but uncollected are equal to 23% 

of the total preniuns written during year -01. 

The l ree of the unearned premium triangle is one half the erea of the 

total premiums written during year zero. Thus the ratio of unearned premium8 

to written premiurr is one half. If the policy term is shorter, nay six 

months, only premium8 written within the prst 8i11 months will be partly un- 

earned. We can imagine thie situation by moving the right hand line to the left 

by half a year. Nith 8ix month policies, the value of the Unerrned Premium 

Reserve ir on4 half of the premiums written during the past six months. Under 

strddy state condition8 this will equal one quarter of the premium8 writton 
over the part yrrr. Thus the rdtfa of unearned preaiunr to written premiums in 

this case ir .25. The rvrrdqm time lapse between the time the company writer 

it8 premium8 on siw month policies to tha tina it earn8 them in .25 yearn. 

TJw~ we l rtim&e the rrount of timl Qrms spend in the &rned Preniuin 

brrrvr bv divtdinPuntrrnld_PrR&rr bv writ- 

RVR YRITTEN LR6 = 
UNEARNED PRERIUM 

WRITTEN PREHIUM 
(71 
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Exhibit V 

THE PREMIUM PROCESS 
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Net Unearned Premiums are QquaI to Unearned Premiums loss Uncollected 

Premiumii. Uncollected Premiums are Agents Balancer plus Bills Receivable taken 

for Premiums, lines 8.1, 8.2, and 10 from pagt 2 of the annual rtateaent. 

thusi 

NET UNEARNED PRERIUMS = UNEARNED PREHIUWS - UNCOLLECTED PREMIUM (8) 

The ratio of Nst Unearned Premiums to Premiums Writton provides an 

estimate of the amount of time that PPBISS fron the ronmnt the company collects 

premiums to the moment it earns thrm. Thus we srtlde the tina oremiumr 11p~.~& 

the Net Unearnrd Prrnium Reserve by dividina Net Unearned Premiums by 

AVQ INVESTHENT LA8 = 
NET UNEARNED PRERIUH -~--~~~~~-~~----~--- 

WRITTEN PREHIUM 
(0) 

Fig. 1 is taken from Exhibit V and shons the premium flow process au it 
applies to premium8 in force at an instant in tire. 

Fig. 1 

POLICIES IN FORCE 

1.2s 

w 1.00 
R 
I 0.75 
T 
T 0.50 
E 
N 0.23 

0.00 

t d 
I D-E 

a 3 C 
0.00 0.30 1.00 

ERRNED 

Line AD represents the tins the premiums in force at tine 1.0, represented 

by line CD, nera written. Line BE rrpreaentr the time they nere collected. 

Triangles BIC and DIE represent the time those premium6 are in the Not Unearned 

fund. (Triangle DIE repreeentd premtumm nritten but uncollected at the time 

they are earned.1 line FD reprerentl thr procsrs of coIlecting and earning 

prrriurr written at tire .2S and earned at point 5. The dirtance d rrprelunte 

the delay in collecting premiuma. ThuB we nme that these premiums are in the 

fund from time (.25+dl till time 1.0, a length of time equal to .7S-d. It haI 

earned intersst i for thin time. Thus the value of this premium rt the time it 

is earned io ~iti)*-'*2**d'. 
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The value of the premiums in force at time 1.00, including the investment8 

earned while these premiums have been in the Net Unearned Premium Reservo, 1~: 

PIF = PIFj (lti‘,,) 
l-t-d 

dt 
Pv 0 

Where p in thB policy term 
t 1~ thB time preniunB are written 
d ir the ratio of the time that premiums are uncolloctod to thB policy 

term, 

The ratio of PIF at precent vslu~ compared to nominal PIF irl 

ER = PIF,,/PIF 

Where ER = Ratio of Preaiumr in ForcB at Present Value to Premiums in 
Force at nominal value 

This is equal toc 

it,, 
= 

(l+iC,r)d lnll+icp,) 
(10) 

Since ER 11 the prenent valuo of the prmriur flon at the time it in 

earned, (ER - 1) rspreaentr the interest errnBd by thr company from wirtinq 

premium fund@. WI UBP rlJlJBtiOn (10) to ertimats how much a company earnB 

between the time it collectu premiums and tho time it earns them. Shown below 

are prsmiunB oarnsd on annual policier with zero, three month, and six month 

delayr in collecting prmiU@E. Al80 Bhown are rarningr from Bix month policio~ 

with zero and three month collection delayB. 

TABLE VI 

INVESTHENT EARNINSS FROH UNEI\RNED PREMIUHS PER DOLLAR OF PREhIUhS! 

5% 

10% 

1SX 

Clnnual Six tlonth 
Po1ici.w POliCiIS 

-_--------------_--- ------------ 
Delay Delay ------_--_-__-_-__-- -*-------m-w 

0 3 b 0 3 m-w- --me e--s -..-- ---- 

,025 .012 ,000 .012 ,000 

,049 ,025 .ooo .024 * 000 

. or3 .036 ,001 .03b ,000 
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The amount earned from 6ix month policies with no delay is about equal to 

that earned from annual policies with a six month delay. The average time the 

company invests premium funds for annual policies with three month delay6 I6 

three months. The average time premiums are in the fund for six month policies 

with no delay is also three months. The amount earned in these two cases ie 

about the same even though the policy terms are different. There are almost no 

earnings on either annual policies with six month delays or six month poli~iar 

with three month delays. In both caoes, the average time premiums are in the 

fund is almost zero. 

Table VI shows that investment earnings on premiums are almost equal when 

the average time invested is equal. This shows that differences in payment 

patterns have little effect. ThAq-.knpwledae of J.&Ay. terms is not nec.e$rar-.tq 

d_e_te_r_a~o8_1~o~e_s_t_ne_n_f ..e_a.cni n_gn-frr,?~_sceltun__funds, 

We use formula (10) to calcuate the investment income from premium funds 

shown in Table VI. This formula is a simulation of actual payment flows. 

Table VI show6 only &mall difference6 in the amount earned on different 

policies when the average time invested is the same. This indicates that we 

can estimate investment income from premium fund6 using the average time 

premium funds are invested. This estimate is equal to the discounted value of 

a single payment taking place at the average time premiums are collected. 

In a 6en5e, we are saying that we can treat the premium process a6 if all 

premiums were collected t years before they were earned. The value t is the 

ratio of net unearned premiums to written premiums. Thue we estimate ER a6 

follows: 

Net Unearned Premiums/Written Premiums 
ER = tlti) 

Where ER is the 6ame as in equation (101. 

Shown bulow is a table that shows result6 corre6.ponding to Table VI. 

TABLE VII 

INVESTMENT EARNINGS FROM UNEARNED PREMIUMS PER DOLLAR OF PRENIUMS 

AVERAGE DELAY FACTOR (ADF) METHOD 

Interest 
Rate 

9x 

10% 

15y. 

Net Unsarned I Written 
Ratio 

____-__-_---_--_---_---- 

.50 .2s .oo 
-_--- ____- ----- 

* 025 .012 * 000 

.049 ,024 .ooo 

,072 ,056 ,000 

(11) 



When there is no delay, the Net Unearned/written ratio ~111 be .50. When 
there is a three month delay, the ratio will be .25. When there is a six month 

delay, the ratio will be ,OO. This method produces results that are quite 

similar to those shown in Table VI. Thus we can use knowledge of the average 

time premiums are in the Net Unearned Premium Fund to estimate the amount of 

interest a company will earn on premium funds. 

Different premium growth rates will generate different estimates of the 

interest earned from unearned premium funds. (Premium growth will not affect 
the actual interest earned percentage but it will have an effect on the 

estimate.) The following Table shows the estimated interest from net unearned 
premium funds under various interest rates and different premium growth rates. 

Table VIII 

ESTIMATED INTEREST FROM UNEARNED PREMIUM FUND 

EFFECT OF DIFFERENT PREMIUM GROWTH RClTES 

Interest Premium Growth Rate __-____--_______--__-------------------------------"---------- 
Rate 0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 30% 40% 50% 

5% ,025 .025 .025 ,025 ,025 ,026 -026 ,026 

10% ,049 ,049 ,050 ,050 ,050 *OS1 ,052 ,052 

13% ,072 .O73 ,074 ,074 ,075 ,076 -077 ,077 

Even when growth rates are as high as 50% and interest rates are as high 

as 15%, growth has a minor impact on the estimate of investment earnings from 

net unearned premium funds. The effect of growth is insignificant if interest 

rates are 10% or below and growth is 30% or lees. 

During 1985, industry premiums written grew about 22%. The average time 

premiums were in the Net Unearned Premium Fund was about .21 years. At the 

same time, two-year treasury bands were yielding about '9,4%. Since the 

corporate tax rate in 1965 was 46%, the after tax yield was 5.1%. Thus we can 

estimate the interest earnings on premiums earned in 1983 a6 1106,968 million x 

c.011 = 1.051-Z' - I) = $1,400 million. The industry earned nearly one and a 

half billion dollars from the prepayment of $133 billion dollars of premiums 

oarned in 1994. 

At the end of 1985 the industry had S29,660 million of premiums collected 

but not earned. We want to estimate how much interest the industry had earned 

on those premiums by that time. These interest earnings will flow to losses, 

expenses and surplus when the company earns the premiums. Until that time they 

are a part of the funds prepaid by policyholders and included in EVA Unearned 

Premiums. 



Figure 1 shows the earned flow of a policy written at time -25. The 

company collects premiums at time .25+d, and earns interest from that time till 

time 1. It has earned interest for a period of 1-.25-d. The amount of 

premiums unearned on this policy at time 1 is .25. Thus the time that premiums 

have been in the Net Unearned Premium Fund by time 1 is the following weighted 

average: 

,-a 
J' t(l-t-d1 dt 
i, 

APD 
net unearned prem 

= = 

,-a 

J’ t dt 

E 

I -d 1-d 

(1-d) $ t dt - $ t3 dt 
0 <> 

t-d 
2 tdt 
0 

(1-d) ----- 
3 

We estimate the the average time that premiums have been in the Net 

Unearned Premium Fund by dividing Net Unearned Premiums by Written premiums. 

If there is no delay and all policies are annual policies, the average time 

premiums will be in the fund nil1 be .5 years. The difference between the 

ratio of net unearned premiums to written premiums and .5 represents the delay 

in collecting premiums. Thus we can estimate the value of l-d by adding .5 to 

the Net Unearned/Written ratio. That is: 

l-d = .5 + Net Unearned / Written 

Thus: 

CIIP 
(.S+fNet Unearned I Written)) 

= (121 
unearned 3 

Where AIP,,..,,.. is the mveraqe investment Period for Unearned Premiums. 

Since the ratio of Wet Unsarned Premiums to Written in 1985 was .21, the value 

of RIP,,,.,,,, was .71/3 = -237. The investments earned on Unearned Premium 

Reserves at the end of f98S were equal to premiums unearned at that time, 

sS6,850 million, times t.011 = 1,047~23s - II, or (613 million. 

In conclusion, we. have shown how to estimate average premium flows. We 

have shown that the average time companies invest premiums by the time they 

have earned them is estimated by dividing Net Unearned Premiums by Written 
Premiums. This is shown in formula (9). We have shown that the average tfme 
premiums in the Net Unearned Premium Fund at any time have been invested is 

estimated by dividing .S plus the ratio of Net Unearned Premiums to written 
premiums, by 3. This is shown in formula (111. 



We have also shown that these average investment periods can be used to 

estimate the amount of interest earned on earned premiums and on net unearned 

premiums. The formula for estimating the average investment income earned on 

earned premiums is to discount them for the average delay. That is: 

INT EARNED = EARNED PREMIUMS (131 
premiums 

Net Unearned/Written 
x (l+il 1 

The formula far estimating the average investment income earned at any time on 

premiums collected but unearned is: 

INT = UNEARNED PREMIUM (141 
unearned 

i.S+(Net UnearnedlWrittenlll3 
x (Iti 1 

The amount of premium funds available for investment at any time is equal 

to the premiums collected but unearned plus any interest earned since they were 

collected. This is the sum of Net Unearned Premiums and INT,,..,,.a and is 

called the EVA Unearned Premium. Thus: 

EVA UNEARNED PREMIUM = NET UNEARNED PREMIUM + INT (15) 
unearned 

This is called the EVA Unearned Premium. During the year, this is always 

the amount available for investment. Thus the total amount of interest earned 

during the year is the rate of interest beinq earned at any time multiplied by 

the EVA Unearned Premium in force at the time. 

We assume that the average premium funds available for investment during 

the year are the average of the beginning and ending EVA Unearned Premium 

Reserves. That is: 

AVG PREM FUNDS = 
EVA UNEARNED PREtla.od,,,,,, + EVA UNEARNED PREM.,. 

(16) 
2 

The premiums earned during the year will consist af premiums written 

earlier but earned during the year plus premiums both written and earned during 

the year. The interest rate applicable to the first of these is the interest 

rate underlying the beginning EVA Unearned Premium. This is the interest rate 

in effect at the end of the prior year. The interest rate applicable to the 

second is the average interest rate in effect during the year. The weight 

given to the first interest rate is the ratio of EVA Unearned Premiums at the 

bebinning of the year to premiums earned during the year. That isi 

WEIGHT 
EVA UNEARNED PREHfUTl~rp~nn,nO 

I 
unearned prem beginning EVA EARNED PREMIIJR 



The weight given the remaining premiums is: 

1 - WEIGHT,,..r,,.d PC-03 brPLrlnLrr.2. 

Thus the interest rate to apply to premium funds during the year is: 

INT RATE 117) 
curr yr 

= INT RATE x 
prior yr end 

EVA UNEARNED PREMIUM,.,,,,I,, 

EVA EARNED fREMIUM 

+ INT RATE 
EVA UNEARNED PREflIUM~.~~,,rn, 

x l- 
cur-c yr avq EVA EARNED PREHIUM 

The interest earned during the year is: 

INT EARNED = INT RATE (18) 
curt- yr curr yr 

EVA UNEARNED PREMw.,,,,,,,, + EVA UNEARNED PREtl.,, 
x 

2 

The EVA Paid Premium is equal to the sum of the premiums collected during 

the year plus the interest earned on those premiums. Thus: 

EVA PAID PREMIUM = COLLECTED PREMIUM + INT EARNED (I?) 
curr yr 

Finally, the EVA Earned Premium is equal to the EVA Paid Premium plus the 

change in the EVA Unearned Premium. Thus: 

EVA EARNED PREMIUM = EVA PAID PREMIUN + oEVA UNEARNED PREtl (20) 

The Balance Sheet on Page 1 of Exhibit IV shows the value of EVA Unearned 

Premiums for 1983 - 1985. The cash flow statement on page 2 of the Exhibit 

shows the value of EVA Paid Premiums during the year for 1904 and 1985, The 

Income Statement on Page 3 of the Exhibit chows the EVA Earned Premium. 

In summary, it is possible to estimate investment income earned from the 

prepayment of premiums ueing annual statement data. We use the ratio of net 

unearned premium funds to written premiums to estimate the average time between 

the time companies collect premiums and the time they earn them. We use 

formulas 113) - (20 to estimate EVA unearned and earned premiums. 



EXPENSES 

Statutory accounting documents do not currently provide information about 
about expense funds or flows. The accounting profession has taken issue with 
statutory accounting practices in the area of expenses and has demanded 
recognition of prepaid expenses. Prepaid expenses are an integral part of the 
flow of insurance funds as can be seen from Exhibit I and should be a part of 

insurance accounting statements. 

The tax reform measure af 1986 made 20% of unearned premiums subject to 

federal income taxes. The purpose of this was to recognize the "equity in the 
unearned premium reserve," a phrase sometimes used ta describe prepaid expen- 
ses. The implicit assumption underlying this action is that prepaid expenses 

are 20% af premiums. 

Both GPAP accounting and Federal Tax Law now recognize the mismatch 

between revenues and expenses created by the omission of prepaid expenses from 

statutory accounting. 

It has been argued over the years that the adoption of prepaid expense 

reserves in statutory accounting statements might lead to federal income 
taxation of Prepaid Expenses. Now that this has happened, there is no reason 

why statutory accounting statements should not join everyone else and shon 

prepaid expenses. 

Since this information is not available from the Annual Statement, we must 

develop our own estimates of prepaid expenses. We begin by recognizing that 

Expense Reserves are similar to premium reserves. Unearned premiums represent 

the stock of premiums written but not earned. Unearned expenses are the stack 

of expenses booked before and after they are earned. Net Unearned Expense 

Reserves are the stock of expenses paid before and after they are earned. Thus 

the Unearned Expense Reserve is similar to the Unearned Premium Reserve. The 

Net Unearned Expense Reserve is similar to the Net Unearned Premium Reserve. 

Once these reserves are estimated, they can be used in turn to estimate 

expense cash flows the same way that premium reserves are used to estimate 

premium cash flowa. We will use Unearned Expense and Net Unearned Expense 

reserves to make estimates of average expense payment dates. We ~111 uee these 

estimates, in turn, to estimate interest earned on expense flows. 



The expense categories that will be covered In this analysis are those 

available from the Insurance Expense Exhibit: 

1) Loss Adjustment Expense 

2) Commission and Brokerage 

3) Other Acquisition, Etc. 

4) General Expenses 

5) Taxes, Licenses and Fees 

6) Policyholder Dividends 

In this paper we will include policyholder dividends in the expense 

category. 

Schedules 0 and P show the details of the cash flow for loss adjustment 

expenses. We will discuss them in the next section. 

We will discuss the standard expense categories first and then consider 

the effect of policyholder dividends, These categories are Commissians, Other 

Acquisition, General Expenses, and Taxes. 

CG!Q!ISSIDNS AND BROKERAGE 

Commissions and Brokerage have usually been regarded as expenses which a 

company pays when it writes a policy. In many campanies, however, the agent 

retains the commission and never sends it to the company. This means, in 

effect, that the company pays commissions when it collects premiums. Even when 

a company makes a direct commission payment, it is unlikely that they make the 

payment before they collect the premium. Thus we will assume that the delay in 

paving commissions and brokerage is approximately equal to the delay in 

collecting premiums. 

Companies usually record commissions in full at the inception of new 

poiicies or on the renewal date of insurance policies being renewed. Thus 

there is a difference between the time they book commissions and the time they 

pay them that is similar to the difference between the time they write premiums 

and the time they collect them. 



We estimate prepaid and net prepaid commission reserves by multiplying 

unearned and net unearned premium reserves by the direct commission percent. 

That is: 

DIRECT COMMISSION RESERVE = -lJNEfiRNED FREM x RIRECT CDMHISSION PCT (211 

NET DIR. COMMISSION RESERVE = -NET UNEARNED PREM x DIR. COMUISSION PCT (221 

Since direct commissions are usually prepaid, they are a negative 

liability. 

Not all commissions are paid directly. Companies pay a small portion of 

commissions (about 5% of a11 commissions in 19851 on a contingent basis after 

the end of a year. The delay in payment is half a year, on average, plus the 

time it takes to determine the bonus and make the payment. The reserve for 

contingent commissions at the end of a year will be about equal to contingent 

commissions earned during the year. 

The present value of the contingent commission liability is essentially 

the same as the nominal value. We estimate investment income earned from the 

delay in paying contingent commissions by multiplying the paid contingent 

commissions by (1 - (l+i)-.s). 

Contingent commissions represent a postpaid expense: one which companies 

pay the year after it earns premiums. Thus contingent commission reserves are 

a positive liability. 

Because of the dependence of contingent commissions on the yearly cycle, 

the reserve ratio is not an indicator of the average lag. We will handle this 

situation by showing the full contingent commission reserve a5 part of the 

Unearned Expense Reserve and half that amount as part of the Net Unearned 

Expense Reserve. 

The procedure for calculating commission prepaid and net prepaid expense 

reserves begins by first calculating the contingent commission percent. u!.a 
continoent commission Percent is the continoent commission ros(rve from line 3, 

~eS_ot-th_e-9nn_u_~~~~~~~~~~~.-d~~~~~~b~~r~~-~~~~~~~~~ 

CONTINGENT COMM. PCT = CONTINGENT CGMM. RESERVE / ERRNED PREMIUNS (231 

We estimate the commission percentage net of contingent commissions by 

subtracting the contingent commission percent from the ratio of commissions to 

uritten premiums, (We are calling this the Direct Commission Percent for 
cunvenience since most of it is direct commissions.1 Thus: 

DIRECT COMNISSION PCT = CONTINGENT COMMISSION PCT 

- TOTRL COMMISSIONS / WRITTEN PREMIUMS 

(241 



We use this result to calculate direct prepaid commissions and net prepaid 

commission reserves. We multiply the contingent commission percent by earned 

premiums to calculate the contingent commission reserve. We subtract the 

direct commission prepaid and net prepaid reserves from the contingent 

commission reserve to calculate the total commission resarves. 

COMMISSION RESERVE = CONTINGENT COMMISSION PCT x EARNED PREMIUMS (251 

- DKRECT CGflhISSION RESERVE 

NET COfiMISSION RESERVE = .5 x CONTINGENT CObMISSION PCT x EARNED PREMIUMS (261 

- NET DIRECT COMMISSION RESERVE 

ACQUISITION EXPENSES 

Acquisitian expenses relate to the cost of maintaining a field 
organization. They do not relate to the costs of specific policies. Under the 
assumption that most of the war> of the field force is connected with sales, we 

assume that acquisition expenses are all prepaid. 

The acquisition expense ratio is the ratio of acquisition expenses to 
written premiums. We will estimate prepaid acquisition expanse reserves by 

multiplying the acquisition expense percentage by the unearned premium reserve. 

The net prepaid acquisition re6erve is equal to the prepaid acquisition 
reserve. 

PREPAID ACQ = -ACQ EXP PCT x UNEARNED PREMIUM (27) 

GENERAL EXPENSES 

General expenses are all company related expenses not otherwise 

classified. They consist of salaries, policy handling costs, Computer CO6t6, 

etc. Some proportion of these costs are incurred when a policy is underwritten 

and processed by the company. We associate other portions of these casts with 

the maintenance of policies in force. Thus we assume that we prepay part of 

general expenses and pay the other part when we earn premiums. The traditional 

rule of thumb for this has been to assume that half of general expenses are 

prepaid. 

We will estimate prepaid general expenses by aultiplying one half the 

general expense percentage by the unearned premium reserve. The net prepaid 

general expense reserve is equal to the prepaid general expense reserve. 

PREPAID GEN EXP q -.S x GEN EXP PCT x UNEARNED PREMIUM (281 



TAXES, LICENSES, AND FEES 

Taxes, Licenses and Fees consist primarily of premium taxes paid on direct 

written premiums. There is some lag between the time companies write premiums 

and the time they pay premium taxes since it takes time to report the amount of 

written premiums to the state. Thus taxes, licenses, and fees are prepaid 
expenses with a lag of perhaps a third of a year. (This is indicated by the 

ratio of unpaid taxes, etc. to the incurred taxes, licenses, and fees for the 

industry in 1985.1 

At any time, the percentage of premium taxes payable on premiums written 

will be equal to the ratio of the taxes, licences and fees liability from line 

4 of page 3 of the annual statement to the taxes, licenses and fees expense 

shown an line 6, column 33 of the Insurance Expense Exhibit. This represents a 

delay between the time companies write premiums and the time they pay premium 

taxes. It is conceptually similar to premiums receivable. Thus the prepaid 

taxes., licenses, and fees reserve will be equal to the ratio of taxes, etc. to 

written premiums times the unearned premium reserve. The net prepaid taxes, 

licenses and fees reserve will be the prepaid tax reserve plus the tax ratio 

times the liability ratio times written premiums. That is: 

PREPAID PREM TAX 

= -PREtl TAX RATIO x UNEARNED PREMIUM 

(29) 

NET PREPAID PREM TAX 

= PREPAID PREM TAX 

(301 

t PREM TAX RATIO x TAX LIABILITY RATIO x WRITTEN PREMIUM 

POLICYHOLDER DIVIDENDS 

Policyholder dividends are postpaid expenses. Policyholder dividends 
declared and paid at any given time are applicable to policies which have 
expired within a recent period of time (usually a quarter of a year). This 
meana, on average, that companies pay dividends about 3/4 years after they earn 
premiums. This assumes a one and a half month payment lag after the beginning 
of the year. Thus we assume that policyholder dividends flow out of unearned 
expense reserve . 25 years after the expiration of the policy. We can diagram 
this flow as follows. 
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Figure 2 shows the relationships between written and earned premiums. 

Area ABCD represents the earnings on policies expiring in the fourth quarter. 

These policies were written from time -0.25 to time 0 (assuming annual 

policies). Dividends are assumed ta have been declared and then paid at tine 

f.125 as shown by point F. The average time lapse between the time earned and 

the time paid is shown by line EF which is 3/4 years long. We can see fram 

this diagram that no experience period has been completed for any policy 

written during year 01. Thus nc dividends have been declared an these policies. 

Thus Statutory Accaunting doon not give any recognition to expected policy- 

holder dividends from premiums earned during year 01 since they have not been 

declared. GAAP accounting principles do require recognition of these accrued 

but undeclared dividends. At time 1.0, all the premiums written during the 

fourth quarter of year 0.0 have been earned and have accrued dividends declared, 

but unpaid. At the same time, half the premiums written during year 1.0 are 
earned and have accrued dividends undeclared and unpaid. 

Another point il lustrated in Fig. 2 is that the dividends paid in any 

given year are based on prior years written premiums. Thus we estimate the 
current dividend payout percentage by dividing dividends incurred by the pCLort. 
years written oremiums-. Davidends incurred are equal to dividends paid plus 
the change in dividends declared but unpaid. 

DIVIDEND PAYOUT PCT 
DfVIDENDS INCURRED,,,, I- 

I 
curr yr WRITTEN PREM,,,,, .,r 

(311 



We estimate the policyholder dividend reserve by multiplying the dividend 
payout percent by the estimated premiums written and earned since the third 
quarter of the prior year, as shown in Figure 2. The moat convenient way to do 
this with data from the annual statement ir to add half the premiums written 
during the latest year to one fourth of the prior years written premiums. Thus 
the policyholder dividend reserve is the policyholder dividend percentage times 
one half the latest year's written premiums plus one fourth the prior year's 
written premiums. The net policyholder dividend reserve is the same. 

POLICYHOLDER DIV RES 1321 

INCURRED POLICYHOLDER DIVIDENDS,,,,.,, y..r 
Z 

WRITTEN PREMIUM,,,,, y--r 

x (112 WRITTEN PREN,,,,.,, Y..v t 114 WRITTEN PREM,,,,, y..r) 

TOTAL EXPENSE RESERVES 

We calculate total expense reserves by various combinations of the 

formulae presented earlier, The unearned and net unearned expense reserves are 

as follows (shown with formula numbers): 

UNEFlRNED EXPENSE 1 

NET UNEARNED EXPENSE q 

CDMMISSION RESERVE (25) (331 

PREPAID r3CQ (271 

PREPAID GEN EXP (28) 

PREPAID PREM TRX (29) 

POLICYHOLDER DIV RES (321 

NET COMMISSION RESERVE (26) (34) 
PREPAID ACQ (271 

PREPRID GEN EXP (28) 
NET PREPAID PREM TRX (301 
POLICYHOLDER DIV RES (32) 

We can plug these numbers in from the 1985 industry annual statement from 

A.M. Beet's Aggregates and Averages. 

UNEARNED EXPENSE,P~P = -5,646 
+ -3,059 
t -1,540 
t -1,732 
t 1,911 

-10,063 



NET UNEARNED EXPENSE,net = -2,964 

-3,055 

-1,940 

-bB 

1,911 

- 5,716 

To estimate the lags, we need to know the total expanses incurred on 1965 
earned premiums. These were 138,956 miilion, Thus the industry booked its 

expensar about (,2!58 E 10,063/38,9!561 years before they earned them. They paid 

them about c.147 = 5,716/38,9561 years before they were earned. The investment 

income lost from the prepayment of expenses in 1985 was approximately 0284 = 

38,956 x 1.051-‘47 - 11 million dollars. This was about 0.2X of the 198s 

earned premiums. 

It is the relative insignificance of this figure that leads to the 

conclusion that the worst estimation problems exist where they do the least 
harm. It is likely that the true percentags of investment income lost due to 

prepayment of expenses is somewhere between .O% and .4% of premiums. 

It is now possible to apply the earned premium formulas, (13) - (20) to 

expenses. We substitute the rutios of prepaid and net prepaid exponee reserves 

for the ratios of unearned and net unearned premiums. Thus we have1 

TOTAL EXPENSE PAID = PAID CDIIMISSION 
+ PAID OAE 
c PAID SENERAL EXPENSE 
t PAID TLF 
+ PAID POLICYHOLDER DIVIDENDS 

NET EXPENSE INCURRED = TOTAL EXPENSE PAID t &NET UNEARNED EXPENSE 

EVA INTEREST LOST 

= UNEARNED PREMIUM x TOTAL EXPENSE AND DIVIDEND RATIO 

x (iti) 
1.5-(NET PREPAID/TOTAL EXPENSE)/3 

- 1 

EVA UNEARNED EXPENSES = NET EXPENSE INCURRED t &VA INTEREST LOST 

(35) 

(36) 

(371 

(38) 



The interest rate to use in calculating interest earned is similar to that 
used for earned premiums: 

INT RATE,,,, .,r (39) 

EVA UNEARNED EXPENSESb.,r,,<,, 
= INT RATE,,,,, .,r ma x 

EARNED PREMIUM 

+ INT RATE,,,, 1 - 
EVA UNEARNED EXPENSE%.,r,,i,o 

yr ."O x 
EARNED PREMIUM 

The interest lost during the year isi 

INT LOST = INT RATE 
curr yr curr yr 

EVA UNEARNED EXPb.,i,,,,, + EVA UNEARNED EXP.,a 
x (401 

2 

The EVA Paid Expense is equal to the sum of the premiums collected during 

the year plus the interest earned dn those premiums. Thus1 

EVA PAID EXPENSE = PAID EXPENSES + INT LOST,,,, yr (411 

Finally, the EVA Incurred Expense is equal to the EVA Paid Expense plus 

the change in the EVA Unearned Expense. Thus: 

EVA INCURRED EXPENSE = EVA PAID EXPENSE + &VA UNEARNED EXPENSE (421 



LOSSES 

About 10% of total industry losses and loss adjustment expenses (LeEI are 

paid five years or more after they occur. Loss Reserves are paid about 2.3 

years after the statement date. LOSE and LAE rvurage payment dates by line 

vary from .55 years for homeowners to b years for medical malpractice. 

These facts indicate that loss flows generate a lot more investment incams 

than premium or expense flows. The average time industry premium funds are 

invested is about .2 years. Expenses are paid, on average, about one sixth of 

a year before they are earned. Losses aru invested for 1.7 years. 

MO direct information about actual premium and expense cash flows is 

available from current accounting data. Cash flow data on losses, however, IS 

available from Schedules 0 and P of the annual statement. 

These schedules are organized on a year of occurrence basis, Claims 

occurring in any given year are followed for ten years, Losses paid on these 

claims are recorded on a cumulative bruis. Company estimates of future loss 

payments (reserves) are also recorded. Almost a11 amounts shown are nominal, 

but some workers' compensation reserves are discounted. Data recorded this way 

is called accident year data because it provides information on the group of 
claims (accidents) occurring in a given year. 

Data in Schedules 0 and P record what has happened in the past. WR wish 
to ertimato what will happen in the future, These Schedules are useful only to 
the extent that they provide guidance about the future. We use these schedules 
to provide information about the expected amounts and timing of future loss 
flows. 

Loss flows are stable. Both amounts and timing are predictable for large 
books of primary company business, fi largs book is one with more than $100 

million of premium, 

Exhibit Vi records Schedule P data for the industry. The data shown is 

cumulative &y&~&Se oavrent dates for Schedule 0, Schedule P and all lines. 
This typs of data provides information about what is happening to each accident 

year on a cumulative basis which is easy to compare to other years. The 
formula for cumulative loss average payment dates is as followsr 

6. fill future references to losees in this paper will include LBE unless 
otherwise noted. 
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INDUSTRY SCHEDULE 0 CIVERAQE PAYMENT DATES 

EXHIBIT VI 
Page 1 

AGE 
____________-_______---------------------"------------------- 

2 3 4 5 h 7 8 9 10 
----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -_--_ _---- ____- ----- 

.xX xx 
:xx :“x”x 

*xx .xX .xX 

:x”x” 
:“x”x :“x”x #XX 

.XX -xXxX 
.xX :“x”x 

:E 
:xX :“x”x ’ 

XX 

.30 39 
13355 .42 :40 

-47 
-42 

-32 

INDUSTRY AUTO LIABILITY AVERAGE PAYMENT DFITES 

AGE 
____________________----"--"--------------------------------- 

2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10 
_-___ ---_- ----- ___-- __-_- ____- _--__ _--_- -_--_ 

233 -71 .71 .94 1.11 1.12 1.23 1.24 1.29 1.31 1.32 1.33 1.37 

I43 .70 244 I,10 1021 1.28 
-4s .71 .94 1.09 1.20 
:44 45 ,73 73 .95 .93 1.11 

* 46 :74 
.47 

INDUSTRY GENERAL LIABILITY AVERCIGE PAYMENT DhTES 

RGE 
"__-____-_____-____--------------------------------"----"---- 

2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10 
----- ----- ----- --_-- ----- ----- v--e- --e-e ----- 

:55 53 1.10 I. 08 1.69 1.68 2.19 2.21 2.62 2.65 2.97 3.03 3.25 3.26 3.49 

-55 1.12 1.65 2.20 2.60 2.96 
.S8 1.13 1.69 2.21 2.64 
268 1.14 I. 18 1.69 1.72 2.21 

.58 1.16 
IS9 

INDUSTRY MEDICAL MdLPRACTICE PlVERllGE PAYMENT DbTES 

ClGE 
--"--_--_---_"-----_--"---------------"---"------------------ 

2 3 4 9 b 7 G 9 10 
----- -___- ----- ----- -_--- ---_- ----- ----- ____- 

2; 1.42 1.39 2. 2.13 lb 2.81 2.78 3.37 3.40 3.75 3.86 4.14 4.19 4.53 

I b9 1 I45 2.1s 2.78 3.30 3,70 
.73 1.43 2.15 2.69 3.19 
I74 1.45 2.12 2.70 
.s9 1.29 1.98 
.60 1.33 
* b7 



Year 

EXHIBlT VI 

INDUSTRY WORKER'S COMPENSATION AVERAGE PAYMENT DATES 
Page 2 

AGE 
-----__-----_--___"_____________________-"-------------"----- 

2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10 
-“m-m _“-_- _____ _-_-_ _____ ----- _---- ---__ ---__ 

1977 .49 
1978 t 49 

189: 1.07 1.28 1.46 1 t b0 1.71 1.82 
1‘07 1.28 1.46 1.59 1.70 

1979 :4q98 81 
:80 

1.06 1.28 1.44 1.58 
1980 1.05 1.25 1.42 
1901 23 * 80 1.05 1.25 
1982 .79 1.04 
1983 .50 ,83 
1984 ,51 

INDUSTRY MULTI PERIL AVERAOE PAYMENT DATES 

AQE 
--_-"----^--_-""_--_---"-------------"--~--------------"----- 

Year 2 3 4 5 b 7 a 9 10 
----- -"mm- "___" --_-- _____ _"""_ ___"" ___"_ _"""" 

1977 32 
:31 

.43 .s4 b5 
:bb 

::75 .a2 .8b $92 
1978 .43 .55 .84 .90 
1979 .30 

:44: 
.52 .63 .72 .a0 

1980 :;"9 -52 .63 .73 
1981 .41 .53 .bb 
1982 .27 .40 .53 
1983 -34 ,48 
1984 .30 

INDUSTRY TOTAL SCHEDULE P LINES AVERAGE PAYHENT DATES 

ARE 
-"-_-_-------_-__-"__I__________________--"-"--""-----------" 

Year 2 3 4 5 b 7 a 9 10 
_“___ -_--_ ----- ““___ “____ ----- ___“” -I--- _---- 

1977 .41 867 .91 1.13 1.31 1.45 1.54 1.62 
1978 1% :bb: .91 1.13 1.31 1.43 1.53 
1979 ,90 1.10 1.27 1.40 
f9BQ .41 .65 .a9 1.09 1.27 
1981 .40 .b? *91 1.12 
1982 -39 3’; .90 
1983 * 43 
1984 .43 

INDUSTRY ALL LINES AVERAGE PAYMENT DATES 

AGE 
___--___________-_______________________--------"------------ 

Year 2 3 4 5 b 7 a 9 10 
----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- “____ ----- ----- 

_ 1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 

xx .xX *XX .xx .XX .xX *xx 
:xx xx 2x" xx .xx .xx .xX 

xx 
:xx 

:xx .xx :xx *xx *XX 

.36 
2x6 3: .xX *xx . 

.a9 
.37 .57 -74 
.39 .bO 
.39 



; i x PAYMENT 
1-o i 

CUMULATIVE LOSS AVERAGE PAYMENT DATES = """""""""m__""""" 
j:n 

(43) 

; PAYMENT 
i-0 i 

Where PAYMENT, is the payment made during year i+j for accident year j. 

Schedules 0 and P currently show accident year data for ten years. Thus the 

value of n runs from 1 to ten. We assume that the average payment date during 

each year is mid year'. Thus the average payment date for the initial year 

with respect to the average date accidents occur is always 0 and is not shown. 

Exhibit VI shows average payment dates for the past eight years running from 

n=l to n=108. 

Average payment dats data has two USPSI The first is to provide infor- 

mation about the cumulative_ development of each accident year which can be 

compared to othsr years. Each of these average payment dates incorporates 

information about all the payment flows to date for that accident year. It 

reflects the net impact of any acceleration or deceleration of payment flows 

within any particular accident year. 

When average payment dates increasB over time they reflect a slowdown i 

the rate of paying losses. 
1 

Deereares in the average payment date reflect rrr 

acceleration of loss payments. 
i 

The second use is to provide an index of tha impact af loss payment pot- 

tern changes on investment income from loss funds. Average payment dates can 

be used to calculate thB interest earned from investing loss funds. Changes in 

average payment dates are indicators of changes in investment opportunities. 

Increases in average payment dates over time indicate increased opportunities 

to earn investment income. Decreases indicate reduced opportunities. 

7. We know that this is not strictly true. Losses occurred and paid during 

a given year are paid later, on average, than mid year, The delay is 

minimal, however, and is ignored. 

8. Only four years are shown for Schedule 0 and for the all-linss data. 

Schedule 0 data was only available to us beginning in 1981. 



The largest change in average payment dates in Exhibit VI is found in the 

medical malpractice line on page 1. The change from 1976 to 1982 in average 

payment dates during the third year is .18 years. Investment income earned on 

the malpractice 1066 fund at the time would have changed from lbOiZ of the 

nominal 1066 to 14.2% at 15% interest and from 13.4% to 12.5% at 77, interest, 

This change is probably a reflection of the volatility of the line. Changes in 

other lines and in aggregate Schedule P lines are much smaller and have less 

impact on potential earnings. 

Other evidence of loss payment patterns is provided in Exhibit VII. This 

is a series of graphs showing the developmrnt for recent accident ysars for 

Schedule 0 and P lines. This type of analysis is affected, to some extent, by 

the assumption that stability exists, Thus it is not quite as psrauasive as 

the data in Exhibit VI. Given the corroborating evidence provided in Exhibit 

VI, however, the graphs provide a striking picture of stability. 

This steadiness in past flows qives us confidencr that we can make reason- 

able estimates of the amount and timing of future flows. We have used paid 

loss data to make these estimates. Incurred loss data is not as useful because 

it us86 company roservs estimates which have been unreliable9. Paid loss data 

does have some problems. It can be quite volatile. This is why it may not be 

entirely usable for small bouks of business or for reinsurersLo. We use 

Incurred loss data as a guide in some of our estlmrtes for these reasons, 

We estimate the timing and amount of expected losses by identifying the 

loss payment patterns underlying past accident years. We examine thee for 
consistency and choose the average of the past thrse years as our estimate of 

future payment patterns. We have modified these estimates on a judgmental 
basis when it seesed appropriate, Table IX shows the payment pattern for 

general liability lines. 

9. The industry recognized almost 69 billion in reserve deficiencies in 1984 
reserves in 1985, 

10. There is an increasing tendency by some companies to make entries in Sche- 

dules 0 and P that destroy its use as a scorekeeper of cash flows. The 

biggest problem comes from items from portfolio transfers which are en- 

tered as paid losses. These entries are huge and create discontinuities 

in the data that threaten to make it unusable. 
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TABLE IX 

GENERAL LIABILITY PAYMENT PATTERNS 

_-_--____--_-__-__--____________________--------------------- ----- 

211 312 413 J/4 b/5 
_-__- ----- _-_-- -m-m- ----- 

s 466 . b30 ,688 .772 ,841 
,452 ,618 ,690 .785 .847 

,448 . bOG ,718 ,769 ,856 

.425 ,613 .b9G ,775 -845 

.419 ,578 ,704 .787 

.45b .617 -697 

.423 ,593 

.410 

.423 .59B .703 .781 .851 

.115 .154 .192 ,227 .235 

,423 .593 .700 -777 . GSO 

7/b G/7 9/a 1019 u1t 
---_- ---mm em--m ____- ___-_ 

8952 -961 

,887 .943 ,949 

,896 ,931 

.G9S 

.892 .933 .9so ,961 

-237 ,199 .203 ,211 ,200 

,895 ,937 ,951 .961 ,873 

The data in Table IX rapresents the ratio of lorsor paid at agm n dividrd by 

lomrsr paid at ago n-1". 

Estiaatinq thD percsntaga of lorser that will be paid after ton years is 

the most difficult part of thr procndurm. On@ method commonly usad in to as- 

sume that rmsorva estimates on accident years that have devoloprd for tsn yrrrr 

arm both accurats and an unbfrssd rotfmator of that prrcsntago. Another mrthod 
ic to assume that losses are paid at a constant exponential ratex2. We take 
both methods into consideration along with judgment, Our rstlrate of thr prr- 
centagm of general liability losses unpaid after ten years is 12.7%. This means 

that 87.3% of the ~OPSPS are paid within ten years. 

Thaso development factors and final cumulative payment pmrcsntspe drmcribrr 

a complste payment pattern. The cumulative percent paid as of age n ymarr 
can bo calculated from the following recursive formula! 

CllHULATIVE LOSS PAID = CUNULATIVE LOSS PAID x DEVELOPMENT FACTOR (441 
n n+l n 

11. s. Philbrick suggested this way of representing 10~s dmvslopmrnt pattrrnr 

in "Grainctormr', The Actuarial Review, Nov. 1984. 

12. QIP C.A. McClenahan, "A Mathematical Mods1 for LOBS Resrrvr Analysis" 
Procoedinac of the CAS, Vol. LXII, 1975. 134-153. The MCL factor in Table 
IX is the payment rate actually generated by that data. It is introducrd 
and discussed on the next page, 

-502- 



The cumulative payment pattern for general liability los~er using the 
selected factors shown above isr 

TPELE X 

OENERAC LIABILITYi CUBULATIVE PAYRENT PeTTERN 

490 

Cuoulative Development Cumulative 

Loss Paid, Factor, Loso Paid,+, 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

B 

9 

10 

,078 

,183 

,309 

,442 

,569 

. bb9 

,748 

.798 

.639 

,873 

,423 x 0.183 

,593 x 0.309 

,700 x 0.442 
,777 x O.Sb9 

,850 x 0. bb9 

,895 x 0,740 

,941 x 0.798 

,931 x 0.839 

-961 x 0.873 

,873 x 1.000 

Table X shows that 7.8X of general liability lossue are paid during the year 

they occur. &bout two thirds af the losses are paid within five years. 

We use the assulnption that losses are paid at a constant rate to extrapo- 
lats payments after ten years. This is necessary far discounting and for final 

averape prysent dates. Host of the losses paid after ten Years are paid well 

after ten years, It is simple to calculate the average payment date for losEes 

paid after ten years using the constant rate assumption. 

The formula for the percent of losses paid at any time when losses are 

paid out at a constant rate Is as foliowsj 

fUlOUNT PAID * FORCE OF PRYWENT x s",, - MCL? 
0 

The IlCL value Is the amount of iosner paid during the year as a percent of the 

amount payable at the beginning of the yeariJ, Table IX shows the MCL valuea 

for the industry gmrral liability expertonce. We have relectrd a factor of .2 

far losses paid IO years or more after thry occur. The force of payment is as 

fotlowsr 

FORCE OF PIYMENT = -in (1 - IWmt 

13. This idea WIE taken from C. McCenahan's paper cited earlier (12). The 

acronym was taken from the first three letters of his last name. 



This result comes from the fact that the sum of the amounts paid is equal to 

the total losses that are eventually paid. This means that the sum of all 

payments fram the formula is one. Thun we hAve8 

FORCE OF PFIVHENT x s" (1 - “CL? dt = 1 
0 

The value of this integral ir (-ln (1 - MCLll-L, Thus the value of the force 
of payment is: 

FORCE OF PAYMENT = -In (1 - MCL) QED 

The average payment date for any stream of payments is the amount paid at 

any time multiplied by the time paid. We assume that the stream of oayee&e 

after the tenth vear is const&& Thus the average payment date for there 

losses is the amount of the final payment from Table IX, times the averogr date 

it is paid: 

00 
RVERCIQE PClYWENT DATE = FORCE OF PAYMENT x $ t (I - tlCL? dt 

0 

= FORCE OF PAYMENT-' 

. -tin (1 - FtCLj)-' 145) 

The final average payment date with respect to ths mid-point of the 

initial year isr 

FINpI. RPD w 10 - lln 11 - MCL))-' - ,s (46) 

The HCL value for qrneral liability ir -2. Thus lassos paid after 10 years are 

paid 4.48 yoarr later accordinq to this formula. They are paid 14.48 years 

after the g&nnigg of the accident year. This im 13.98 years aftsr the middle 

of the first year, the averaqe date losses occured. 

Thus we have a 1018 payout pattern constoting of the percentage of looses 

paid out et uach age' from 1 through 10 yerrr. We have a final payment factor 

which 1~ paid out from the end of the tenth year until all looter are paid. We 

discount the loss stream by discounting each percentage paid during the first 

ten years by (n-11 where n reprerentm the age. We discount thr final payment 

percentage by the final averape pryrent date. 



incurrQd during a qlvsn yQor in entimatrd Thus the present vJlue of 1o~sQs 

3,s follows1 

‘0 
EVA INCURRED LOSS w ( E pd, x (lti 

J-l 

l-1 .S-iO-Final RPD 
1 1 + pd n (ItI) (471 

u1t 

Where pd, q CUIIULATIVE LOSS PpID>+r - CUMULATIVE LOSS Pc\lD, 

Theme methods have been applied to each of the linee chown in Exhibit VI. 

The resultr are shown ln Exhibit VIII. This exhibit show5 the complete payment 

patterna estimated by year from 1977 through 1985. It rfeo shows the ultimate 

Jverage plywent dates and the investment income QHpQCtQd on each flow as of the 

end of Qrch year. Two year after-tax treasury bit1 rrtes havr brrn uled ta 

dincount the loet 6trQams. 

Exhibit VIII denonPtrater the amount that companies can expect to invelt 

Jt the time of the loss to have enough money when thry can expect to p&y ft. 

PP~Q 2 of thQ Exhibit chows that an invertrent of 93.1 cents for each dollJr of 

loiisrr incurred in 1985 for all lints combined will bQ worth J doll&r at the 

time they are paid if invlrted at prevailing after-tax interest rater. 

The data in Table X and Exhibit VIII Jre only Jpplicablr to lomsea 

incurred durtnp any given year. They reprQsQnt the timo VJ~UQ of lorsss at the 

moment they occur. They do not apply to loee rworves, the stock of lortrs 

unpaid at Jny given tine. 

RESERVE FLOWS 

WQ wish to estimate thQ amount that will bo earnQd in the future on loss 
TQSQlVQS outstanding at any given time. This mQ&ns we need t0 QetimJtQ futUrQ 

flows on prior accident yQJrs. We reprerQnt this flow for reserves outstanding 

at the end of 1985 PI followrr 

TABLE XI 

EXPECTED LOSS FLOW FROH 12/1985 RESERVES 

<Ibpdec <7Lpdo7 <-rApdew 
TApdo& ,Cpdw, T.pdws 
T-lpdsa Trpdst rrpdem 
-ropdwa TwpdsT -repdew 
79pdwb .spds, 7Ppdww 
QopdQL eopdo-r wopdew 
slpdoc. aspdo, s,pdew 
eapda. sapdo, oepdw. 
.spdw wspdw, ..pdww 
.rpd.c Q.pdQ. eapdso 
sspdsa wapdor espdss 



Exhibit VIII 
PJQQ i 

INDUSTRY LOSS AND LAE CASH FLOWS 
SCHEDULE 0 

AGE 
_--__-__--_---_----________________ 

YQJr t 2 3 4 5 b 
----- __--- --_-_ --_-- -..e_w ----- 

1977 *xxx *xxx .xxx *xxx .xxx 
1978 
1979 :K 

*xxx :E *xxx .xxx *xxx 
xxx 

:xXx 
.xxx .xXx .xXx *xxx 

1980 xxx 
: 620 

.xXx *xxx .xXx 
LIB1 ,891 ,941 

:Z 
.967 .978 

1982 593 
: 600 

,897 .949 .9SS .967 .978 
1983 .902 .941 -955 .96? -970 
1984 :% 967 .978 
1985 1967 .970 

---w--m- 

7 
__--- - 

*xxx 
.xXx 
*xxx 
I xxx 
,986 
,986 
,986 

:E 

.--em 

B 
.--..v 
*xxx 
#XXX 
*xxx 
*xxx 
,992 

992 
:992 
,992 
.992 

v---w--- 

9 
--mm- _ 

*xxx 

:% 
.xXx 
,996 
,996 
,996 
,996 
,996 

.-..-m 
10 dPD INV 

.w--m -0-mm -mm-- 
. xxx x.xx X.X% 

:% 
x. xx X.X% 
X&XX X.X% 

:K 
x.xX X.X% 
0.67 4.3% 

:Z 
0.68 3.3% 
0.69 3.6% 

998 
:998 

0.70 3.7% 
0.71 3.0% 

RUT0 LI&BILITY 

bBE 
_---_-__-_----_--_-_--------------------------------------- 

Yeor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 CIPD INV 
----- m-'--m __--- --__- --_-- ---_- --_-_ --_-_ _---- ----_ _---_ __-_- 

1977 ,373 .bS2 .793 .004 ,938 -969 ,984 .99O -993 .99b 1.43 5.1% 
1978 .373 .659 .799 .888 .940 ,970 ,983 ,908 .993 ,996 1.42 6.4% 
1979 ,377 s bb2 -796 $890 .939 ,967 .981 .980 ,993 ,996 1.42 7.7% 
1980 .369 ,669 ,807 :i;: :;:i .967 .981 993 996 1.40 8.7% 
1981 .363 * bS8 .a05 -967 ,981 

:9qE 
:993 :996 1.42 9.iY 

1982 :K 659 
:bsl 

.ROS .a91 ,939 ,967 .981 ,988 ,993 -996 1.42 6.8% 
1983 ,905 .a91 ,939 ,981 ,988 ,993 ,996 1.44 7.sw 
1984 ,346 .bSb .sos ,891 939 'E 
1985 ,355 .bSb ,805 .891 1939 1967 

:;BB: .908 -993 1.44 7.6% 
.9BB .993 

:E 
1.43 6.0% 

Yerr 

1977 
1970 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 

-_-___-_--_____-___-____ 
1 2 3 4 

--_-- ---_- ___-- --__- 

:E :E 
.29B ,433 
,305 .442 

,086 ml92 .316 .440 
.080 .188 .306 .438 
.076 ,182 .31s 
* 083 ,190 ,308 :444427 
.078 ,104 ,442 

:E :1a3 183 :350099 .309 .442 .442 

-----------------_ 
Yedr 1 2 3 

----- ----_ --__- 
1977 ,020 ,059 
1978 ,019 .OS8 ::3340 
1979 .019 
1980 .019 :007600 4; 
1981 ,018 .Ob8 :155 
1982 ,033 .082 .163 
1983 
1984 :i;: 

,075 155 
073 :iss 

1985 ,018 :073 ,155 

GENERAL LI ABILITY 

&GE 
,_------___-- 

5 b 
m---m -___- 

.SbO . bbb 
,564 . bbS 
,373 
.SbS 599 
, Sb9 
,569 2; 
,569 . bb9 
,369 a669 
I Sb9 . bb9 

,751 ,796 

:74B 743 ,798 798 

54488 1798 ,798 
.748 ,798 
.740 .79B 
,748 .798 
.748 .798 

.a39 
,839 
,839 
,839 
.a39 
.B39 
.a39 
,839 
.a39 

,873 
,873 
,873 

APD 
-..-mm 

5.02 
s.00 
4.97 
5.00 
4.99 
4.99 
5.00 
s.00 
S.00 

IIEDICPL MALPRACTICE 

AGE 
.---_--_--__-__-________________________-- 

4 5 b 7 8 9 10 RPD 
----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- _---_ -_-__ 

.242 ,371 ,514 ,623 .697 ,765 .B27 6.44 
,252 .388 .521 ,609 .692 .7bS .827 6.43 
,264 ,401 

:E 
,614 .692 ,765 ,827 6.38 

.ZB8 ,406 .614 ,692 ,765 ,827 6.34 

.273 ,396 .Sl9 -614 .692 .7bS .027 6.36 
,272 .396 ,519 -614 ,692 .7&S ,827 6.33 
,272 

:% :i:; 
6614 a 692 a765 .827 6.35 

,272 .614 692 
:b92 

.765 .B27 6.35 
.272 .396 .Sl9 ,614 .7&S .027 6.36 

16.2% 
20.2% 
23,7X 
26.5% 
27.3% 
21.0% 
22.7% 
23.0% 
18.9% 

INV 
---_- 
20.6% 
25.5% 
29.8% 
32.9% 
34.0% 
26.2% 
28,4% 
28.7% 
23.7% 



INDUSTRY LOSS AND CAE CASH FLOW9 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION 

EXHIBIT VIII 
Page 2 

AQE 
"""""""""""""""-""-"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 

YIN 1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10 
““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” ““--” ““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” 

t977 a271 ,520 .673 a744 ,021 ,063 ,092 ,910 .926 ,930 
1970 ,272 a532 .675 .764 ,023 .8bb .092 .910 .926 ,938 
1979 ,271 .534 .674 .764 ,823 .862 a007 .910 .92b .938 
1900 .279 .537 .678 .766 ,822 -861 .a97 .9io .926 '.939 
1981 .270 $536 .670 .7bS 

:8B;: 
,061 .i07 .9!0 ,926 .938 

1902 ,202 .537 .676 .764 .061 a887 ,910 .926 ,930 
1903 t 265 ,529 ,677 ,764 .821 .861 .887 .910 a926 .930 
t904 -264 .534 a677 ,021 ,861 .887 .910 ,926 ,938 
1985 ,271 ,534 a677 

::66: 
,821 .Ebl ,007 ,910 .92b .938 

HULTlPLE PERlL 

AGE 
““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““”””””””””””””””““*“““““““”” 

YQrr 1 2 3 4 5 4 7 0 9 to 
““““” ““““” ““““” “““WI “““.” ““““- ““““” I”““” ““““” ““i”” 

1977 , s57 ,013 *871 ,910 .941 ,976 r 903 990 * 994 
1970 .sss .001 ,864 .904 .936 

:z 
.973 .903 1990 * 994 

1979 ,570 ,815 ,071 
:% 

,939 ,959 .973 .?13 ,990 .994 
1990 . Sb7 ,813 ,870 .939 ,960 .973 ,983 ,990 .994 
1981 I Sk.9 ,805 ,062 .9Ob -939 ,960 ,973 ,903 ,990 ,994 
1982 a581 :39pz ,062 * 908 ,939 ,960 ,973 ,993 ,990 .994 
1983 ,523 *B&b ,900 ,939 ,960 .973 ,903 ,990 .994 
1984 .559 ,802 ,066 a900 .939 ,960 .973 ,983 ,990 ,994 
1985 ,357 ,002 * 866 ,900 ,939 ,960 ,973 ,983 ,990 ,994 

TOTAL SCHEDULE P LINES 

ROE 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 

Year 1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10 
““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” 

1977 ,355 ,590 ,715 ,838 ,900 a920 .943 
1970 .354 ,590 .71S :Z .ese ,900 .924 ,941 :992 :z 
1979 ,363 ,606 ,719 aSO2 .059 ‘090 a923 ,941 ,955 ,965 
1900 ,361 ,600 ,719 ,000 ,856 ,893 .923 .941 ,955 .9bS 
1981 * 352 

:5”9’0” :x :778991 
.BSl ,895 .923 .941 a955 .965 

1982 .359 *es1 ,095 ,923 ,941 .9SS ,965 
1903 ,331 ,580 .7O3 .789 ,051 ,095 ,923 .941 895s -965 

1934 .329 ,574 .703 .709 ,851 ,995 ,923 .941 ,955 190s ,335 ,574 ,703 ,709 .BSl ,895 ,923 .941 ,955 :;z 

TOTAL ALL LINE8 

ADE 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""*"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 

Year 1 2 3 4 s 4 7 8 9 to 
““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” ““““” 

1977 .xXx *xxx *xxx .xXx *xxx *xxx &XXX #XXX .xXx .xXx 
1970 .xxx .xxx 

:“x”x: 
#XXX *xxx *xxx *xxx .xxx .xxx .xxx 

1979 *xxx *xxx *xxx 
2 

*xxx #XXX *xxx *xxx *xxx 
1900 .XxX :% ,xxx *xxx .xXx .xXx xxx 
1901 ,441 .78S ,045 ,808 ,922 .944 :9S0 

:E xxx 
:976 

1982 .433 .607 ,783 .041 ,888 ,922 ,944 ,950 ,968 ,976 
1903 ,412 b77 

:bbe 
,775 ,041 .888 ,922 ,944 a958 ,968 ,976 

1984 .411 .77S ‘041 .BBB ,922 ,944 .9SR ,960 .976 
1905 .412 ,660 ,775 .041 rn 888 ,922 .944 .950 ,960 .97b 

-'07- 

APD INV 
""""" """"" 

2.74 8.9% 
2.73 11.1% 
2.74 13.2% 
2.72 14.7% 
2.72 15.1% 
2.72 11.6% 
2.79 12.6X 
2.74 12.0% 
2.74 lO.SX 

APD INV 
""""" """"" 

1.01 3.SX 
1.0s 4.7% 
1.00 5.4% 
1.01 4.1% 
1.03 b-S% 
1.02 4.8% 
1.09 3.5% 
1 IO4 5.3% 
1.04 4‘3% 

APD INV 
""""" """"" 

2.10 7.1% 
2.10 9.0% 
2.oe 10.6% 
2.09 11.9% 
2.13 12.6% 
2.14 9.5% 
2.18 10.5% 
2.19 10.7% 
2,18 8.7% 

APD INV 
"".."" """"" 

x,xX X.X% 
x.xX X.X% 
X&XX X.X% 
x.xx X.X% 
1.66 9.9% 

'i*t: 
7.5% 

1172 
8.4% 
8.5% 

1,72 6.9% 



The total loss and LAE reserve as of 12/1985 is the sum of this flow. 
This sum can be represented a5 follows: 

t cb 

LOSS RESERVE E 1 1 
121t 

pd, 

i=((t-101 jut+1 
i J 

(401 

The reserve flaw in the num of Iosrer paid each year in the future on the 

reserves. It represents each column in Table XI. This flaw is represented as 

fOIlOW~I 

t 
LOSS RESERVE FLOW 

12/t,i = 
t / LOSS RESERVE (491 

J=((t-lO) 
jPdt+j 12/t 

Same of tho los~ec expected in theBe formulae are paid more than ten years 

after they occur. In addition, the reserves include losses paid more thmn tnn 

years ago. In all these cases we USP the MCL factor approach to praject losses 

using the computer. 

The amount we expect to pay during year j on lassos occurring during year 

i where (lo<]-i) is represented a.5 fallows: 

iPd, w ULTIWATE LOSSES PAID (SO) 
i 

x (I - CURIJLATIVE LOSS PAIDlO) x HCL x (1 - HCLI 
l-i-l 

We eatlmate the locciem paid on accident year 1985 general lirblllty lasnes 

during 1996, for example, as followrr 

ULTIMATE LOSSES PAID s 
1905 

$10,423 nitlIon 

(1 - CUHULATIVE LOSS PAIDlo) w 1 - .073 q ,127 

Thuer 

1994"190s"1 

190SPd199b 
n #IO,&23 x ,127 II .2 n (.ROl 

= $270 million 

Thie procedure can be repeated using the computer far all desired vsluss 

of i and j. 



The procedure for lonsms occurring mart than ton year& bmfore the 

evaluation datQ is essentially the Eame for loss reserve data aw it is for 

accidoot year data. The Qstimate Of thQ UftifiQtQ IOQQQQ paid, howQver, ia the 

Rstimats of 1 OSSQL yet to be paid for all accident yQars morQ than ten ylars 

prior. A nice quality of thQ exponential assumption ir that the payout pattern 

for thm NM of severe1 actidmnt yoarc is the Qamt as it is for onQ accldrnt 

year. 

R convrnient nay of pre#Qnting rmnervo flows is provided by Part 2 of 

SChQdule P. Instead of otoppinp at the currQnt year ap Schedule P doQs, we 

projsct out all accident ysarc for n years beyond thQ current year. Flows 

occurring more than 10 yQarc after they occur are calculated urinq formula 

(SO) I The .pd, valuss calculated using thr methods Ju#t dercribud at-Q 

Cumulated to fOr# ths khQdUlQ P, Part 2 matrix. 

This techniqut has bQQn urrd to construct Table XII which shows thQ paynQnt 

schedule for 111 industry loss rQsQrves outstandinp at ths end of 1983 - 1989. 

The dollars of loms payments QxpectQd for Qach of thQ past ten yQars plus all 

OthQr years ara shown on a cumulative basis. 

&CC YR 

(1983 
1983 

(1984 
1984 

(198s 
1983 

(1986 

TABLE XII 

TIITAL ALL LINE8 

ClJHULATl'JE LO88 PAYMENT8 

PAYMENT YEAR 
--------------------____________________------------------- _^--- 

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1993 ULT 
-..-.. a--- me-- -me- ---- ---- --a- ---- ---_ ---- -_-- --_- ----- 

Sb4 584 597 609 617 623 627 b30 b32 634 635 b3b 639 
39 64 73 79 84 87 89 90 91 92 93 93 94 

602 b47 b70 688 701 710 71b 720 723 725 727 729 733 
44 71 82 89 94 98 100 lQ2 103 104 104 106 

b91 741 771 790 804 814 820 825 828 831 833 839 
47 77 89 97 102 IO6 109 110 112 112 115 

789 847 879 901 916 926 934 939 942 945 954 

The rQsQrve for any accident yQar or group of aECidQnt years l e of any payment 

yrar is thQ amount shown for that payment yQar cubtracted from the amount shown 

in thQ ULT column. Thr rosQrvQ for thr end of 198S, for instance, is (*ids * 
$934 - $789). 

The dffferrnces between path coluian rrpresrnt the payments made in each 
yQar on outstanding rQservQs. ThQrQ diffQr@nCQS are shown in Tdble XIII. 



TABLE XIII 

TOTAL ALL LINES 

RESERVE LOBS PeYMENTS 

PAYMENT YEAR 
_________-__-__---__---------------------------------- ----- 

ACC YR 1983 1984 1989 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1994 LILT 
---- --__ --_- ---- _--- -_-_ ---- --_- -mm- m--e m--w -e--m 

(1983 20 14 12 8 6 4 3 2 2 1 1 3 
1983 25 9 4 L 3 2 1111 0 1 

<1984 45 23 18 13 9 b 4 3 2 2 1 4 
1984 27 11 7 5 4 2 1 1 1 1 2 

(1985 31 29 20 14 10 7 3 4 3 2 b 
1985 30 12 8 5 4 3 2 1 3 

(1986 59 32 21 IS 11 7 S : 3 9 

Table XIII informs us that the amount paid during 1983 on losses occurring 

before 1983 was $20 billion. It tells us that the amount that 1s expected to 

be paid during 1986 an losses occurring before 198s ie e20 billion. We can use 

this information to discount loss reserves. 

We transform this information into a payment pattern by dividing the sum- 

mation lines by the outstanding reserve. The percent of 1983 outstanding los- 

586, for example, that will be paid in 1986 is t.355 = 59/16S). This crlcu- 

lation has been made for all the Schedule P and 0 1inOs and 1~ shown in Exhibit 

IX. Exhibit IX shows the payment pattern expected from loss reserves 

outstanding at the end of 1983 - 1985 for each of the linea we have been uclng. 

It can be 6een from Exhibite VIII and IX that the overagr payment dates 

and the expected interest receivable from losses occurring in 1985 and from 
reserves outstanding 

1985 

Line 
---_---__-__-_______ 

LOSSES INCURRED 
---_--__-_-___-_________ 

Average Investment 
Payment Date Credit 
-------mm--- -----m--m- 

Schedule 0 0.71 
dutorobile Liability 1.43 
General Liability 5.00 
Medical Malpractice 6.36 
Workers' Comp. 2.74 
Multi-Peril 1.04 
Total Sched. P Lines 2.18 
Total All Lines 1.72 

at the end of 1985 are ae follower 

TABLE XIV 

LOSSES INCURRED PND LOSS RESERVE FLOW8 

PVERAQE PAYMENT DATES AND INVESTRENT CREDIT 

LO8S RESERVES 
--___-_____--____________ 

Avmrrgm Investment 
Payment Date Credit 
------.-m--- ~~~~*~~~~~ 

3.0% 
6.0% 

18.9% 
23.7% 
lO.S% 

4.3% 
8.7% 
6.9% 

1.11 4.6% 
1.2b 5.3% 
3,99 15,2x 
4.57 17.3% 
3.64 13.4% 
1.62 b.7% 
2.58 10.6% 
2.33 9.2% 



SCHEDULE 0 LINES 

EXHIBIT IX 

Page 1 

AGE 

Year 1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10 RPD INV 
-em-- ----- mm.,wm ----- ----- -..--- --a-- --_-- ___-- --I-- __--- -_-_- 

1983 .SB9 .701 ,801 ,873 .922 ,955 .976 ,988 ,994 i .997 1.21 6.1% 

1984 a 350 ,724 ,812 ,878 ,925 ,956 ,977 ,988 ,994 ,997 1.20 6,2X 

1985 .593 .747 .826 ,886 ,929 .959 ,978 .989 .994 ,997 1.11 4.6% 

. dlJTOHOBILE LIbBILITY 

AGE 

1983 .447 .&8b .824 ,901 a944 ,967 ,980 ,988 ,993 .996 1,28 6.6% 

1984 .454 ,692 ,828 .903 ,945 ,967 .?00 .900 .993 ,996 1.26 6.6% 

19es .4S2 .b91 a827 ,903 .94S .9b7 .980 .988 ,993 .99b 1.26 5.3% 

QENERRL LlABIL1fY 

R8E 

1983 .lbl .314 .4bO ,379 .b71 ,741 ,794 .836 ,869 ,895 4.10 18.7% 

1984 .tb4 ,327 ,470 .S87 ,670 ,746 ,798 ,839 -872 ,897 4.03 18.7% 

190s .1?3 ,334 ,476 ,592 ,b01 ,749 ,800 ,841 ,073 ,898 3.99 15.2% 

tlEDICAL MALPRACTICE 

bar 1 2 3 4 5 b r e 9 10 APD INV 
--mmm __--_ ----- _--__ __--_ ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----* 

1983 .lOb .276 .403 ,519 .619 mb99 .?bS .819 .859 .88B 4.50 20.5% 

1984 .lSl .276 ,403 .519 ,619 .699 .7&S ,819 .8bO ,888 4.45 20.5% 

1985 .123 .255 ,387 ,507 .609 .692 ,760 ,815 .856 a885 4.57 17.3% 



WORKERS' COHPENSbTION 
EXHIBIT IX 

Page 2 

AGE 

Year 1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10 APD INV 
-m--s --w-w m---m ----- ----- ----- ----- -e--m ----- a---- _--__ _--__ 

19es .272 ,459 ,562 ,650 ,715 ,766 ,806 ,838 .Bb4 .aBb 3.79 16.7% 

1984 .279 ,457 ,577 .bb3 ,726 .775 6814 .04S .070 ,890 3.67 16.4% 

190s ,205 .462 ,581 ,666 .729 .777 ,815 .046 .071 ,091 3.64 13.4% 

NULTIPLE PERIL 

CIGE 
----_---_-------------------------------------------------- 

Year 1 2 3 4 s b 7 a 9 10 APD INV 
___-_ -___- _--__ ----_ --_-_ __--- ----- _____ -__-- -_-_- ---__ _____ 

1983 ,443 .b38 .?39 ,042 .890 .93b .9bl ,976 ,906 .992 1 IS8 8.0% 

1984 .445 ,620 .753 .030 .a96 ,934 .960 .97b ,906 .991 1.61 0.2% 

1905 .439 .624 ,750 ,036 .09S ,933 .939 ,976 ,985 .991 1.62 6.7): 

TOTAL SCHEDULE P LINES 

YQar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 APD INV 
----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -mm-- VW--- --a-- -mm-- -..--- 

1983 ,302 ,491 .b32 ,732 ,802 .BSl ,886 ,913 ,933 .949 2.67 12.7% 

1904 ,307 * 506 ,643 .741 ,009 .BJb ,009 ,913 ,935 ,951 2.61 12,5x 

19BS ,314 ,511 ,647 6743 ,011 .a57 .091 ,916 ,936 ,911 2-50 10.6% 

TOTAL ALL LINES 

ClGE 
___-_--__-_-_---_------------------------------------------ 

Year 1 2 3 4 5 b 7 a 9 10 APD INV 
-___- _____ --__- _--__ -mm-- -mm-m mm--- m---w _-__- m--mm -__-- ----- 

1903 .344 ,521 ,650 ,754 ,021 .067 ,900 .92S .943 .95B 2.43 11.7% 

1904 .341 .537 ,670 .7&S ,020 ,072 .904 ,927 .945 ,959 2.sa 11.6% 

1905 .355 .S47 .677 .768 .031 .07S .VOb .929 .946 .9bO 2.33 9.2% 

-512- 



Table XIV drmunstrrter that there are significant differences between the 

reserve payment patterns and the incurred loss payment patternr. The everrge 

payment date on Schsdule 8 10s~ reserves, for example, is about 1.10 years. 

Schedula 0 incurred louses, however, have an average payment date of only .7 

years. Workers' Compensation Incurred LOPS average payaent dates are about 

2.75 year? whereas the reserves have an average payment date of about 5.6 

ysarr, This nakem sense when we recognize that the Worker's Conp, line ia a 

little like a barbell. A large proportion of losses are peid early in thm form 

of redicrl blllr. A large part of the remainder are paid lrtm in the form of 

annuities. The early payments arm not fully reflected fn reserves and so the 

annuity paymsnts get disproportionate weight. 

Over all lines, the average payment date for reserves is roughly a half 

year longer than it is for incurred losses. 

The data shown in Table XIII can be used to drvalop the invrstaent 

rocelvabler for loss reserves as shown In Exhibit IV. We wish to determine 

investment receivables separately each year for the current accident year and 

for all prior years. The first row in Table XIII showa the developnent from 

the end of 1903 onwards for all claier occurring prior to 1904. It represents 

the prynent pattern for those loeere. The emend row of the exhibit ehowe the 

development of the reserves on accident year 1984 from the end of the year 

onwards. The third row shows the developaont of 1904 year rnd roeervoe. 

Dropping the first term In this row gives us the drvelopaent of cIr1ne occur- 

ring before 1904 as of the end of 1904. Thus it givme us the development of 

prior year reserves for 1904. Table XIV shows thr data rearranged end normal- 

Ized for ditcountinq purporrr. Present Value factors are also shown. Thle 

deronstrates the calculation of prosent values used in Exhibit IV. 

TABLE XV 

CALCULATION OF INVEBTMREWT RECElVABLE FACTORS FOR INDUGTRY LUSB DATA 

ALL LINE6 

<1983 1983 (1984 1904 (1905 19aS 
d-ae---me- ---------- *e..---mw-- --s---*--- -mm-----ww ---sem-m-- 

llg@ AV PV AV PV AV PV RV PV AV PV AV PV 
---w -_-- ---- ---- --..- ---- _-_- -e-m -av- -*-- ---- ---- 

1 0.27 0.26 0.45 0.44 0.27 0.26 0,44 0.42 0.50 0.29 0.44 0.43 
2 0.19 0.17 0.17 0.15 0.21 0.19 0.10 0~17 0.20 0.19 0.10 0.17 
3 0.1s 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.15 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.10 
4 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.07 
5 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.0s 
6 0.05 0.05 0,04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.0s 0.04 0.04 0.03 
7 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.02 0,02 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 
e 0.03 0802 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 
9 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 

10 0.02 0.01 0,Ol 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 
A0 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.02 

sum 1.00 0.04 1.00 0.80 1.00 0,84 1.00 0,aa 1.00 0.88 1.00 0.90 

PRF 0. lb 0.12 0.16 0.12 0.12 0.10 
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The present value (PV) column IS the actual value (AVl column times the 

discount factor appropriate for the year. The all-other row I&D) hae an 

average payment date of approxlmstely 13.9 years, The present-value factor 

(PRFl ie the sun of the actual value column less the sum of the preeent value 

column. 

In formal terms, Table XII can ba described ae followe: The firet row of 

the table is composed of the following entriesr 

1523 

pdeum E z 
<1983li 

j'Kl9741 
Jpd1982+i 

Where i is the age. 

The next row of the table is the paid development of accident year 1983. The 

first entry is the loeeee paid on rccident year 1983 during 1983, The eecond 

ir lorseo paid on accident year 1983 during 1984, etc. Thue we have1 

Entryi l 1983Pdi 

The next row ie the first column plus the second. The next row is eccident 

year 1984 and the procere is repeated. 

Thus, in nunmary, the procedure for discountinQ reserve8 in the EVA 

approach is to determine the payment pattmrnr for each accident year ueinp the 

techniques described in the preceding section. Once this ie done, they are ar- 

ranged in the form shown in Tables XII and XIII. The next step 1s to take thin 

data and arrange it in the form ehown in Table XV. The reeerve diecount factor 

la derived ae in Table XV, 

The other step neceseary to produce the reeultr shonn in Exhibit IV ie to 

calculate the interest earned during the year on EVA reserve funds. en lntui- 
tive method is to take the average reservee available during the year by avera- 

qinq the EVA reeervem outltandinp at the beginninp and the end of thr year. 

Thie ie similar to formulal used earlier in thie paper. Thie nae the procedure 
ueed in the Exhibit. Thus the formula for interest earned during the year on 

loss reserve0 isI 

INTEREST EpRNED DIJRINQ YEAR m 
EVA RESERVEa.. + EVp REBERVE.,a i K -'-"-'-'--""i'-'-"-"'^""' (31) 

Where i ir the intereet rate. It ir equal to the prior year end intereet rate 

for prior accident yeare and is equal ta the current year averape interest rate 

for the current accident year. 
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ALLOCRTING EXPECTED INVESTMENT INCOME TO SUBLINES 

Schedule P gives u8 information about the development of loeeee on a re- 

stricted set of lines. It doer not provide direct lnformation about ruch lines 

as hoaeo~ners and pereonal auto. We need a way to astirnate inveeteent income 

on these lines. 

Formula t4Sl mhow@ that the aver&()@ payment dete for en exponential calh 

flow ir equal to -l/ln(l - IlCLl. Shown b4lon i# the formula for the total re- 

seven outstandin at a given time for e company with no growth end with an ex- 

ponentlal loss pryment pattern! 

TOTAL-RESERVES-0UTSTARI)ING = CURRENT-YEAR-LOS8 x 7 (1 - NCL? dt 
0 

= CURRENT-YEAR-LOSS x -1llnfl - NCL) (52) 

Thue the retio of reeervee outetendihq to current year looses is: 

RESERVE_OUtST~NDING_RATIO = -l/ln(t - NCL) 

This is the earn@ au the average payment date, 

This identity ie a @pecial case of the mare general identity between the 

average peyaent date of any cash flow and the ratio of total reserves outctand- 

inq to accident year incurred loeel It can be proven that the two are always 

the lame if there is no change in Io8#en or payment patternn over time. That 

*et 

APD = RESERVE-OUTSTRNDING-RRTIO 

If steady state condition@ apply. 

What in 4ore interesting is to examine the difference betreen the reeerve 

OutetandinQ ratio and the avrraqe payment date if payment patterna af4 held 

conrtant but there is premium growth. This ie the normal @tats of affair@, 

C, PicClenahan proposed a BinpIe exponential model for analyzing loss in- 

curred and paid patterns in a paper appearing in the 1975 CM Proceedinqs.14 

The model in that paper states that losree occurring I years prior to the cur- 

rent (or beer) year are paid off et e conetant rate once they era reported. H4 

also aoeumee that there is a oome averaqe delay, d, before loerer are reported. 

The rate at which losses are paid off ie affected by inflation which i6 assumed 

to be constant. 

14. C, ticCienrhrn, Op. Cit. 
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NcClenahan'c model is stated in formula (11 of hie paper and has been re- 

stated here in eimpler terms. 

nvJm = c v: P 
n-d 

(1-p) (53) 

Where 

npdn = Payment at time m+n on lossec occurring at time m 

C 3 Conetant repr4eentinQ bare month loeeee plue 4ffect of infla- 

tion during time loeeee are unreported. 

P * Rate at which loeeee ar4 paid au a perc4nt of amount remring to 

be paid. 

111 IC Number of months before bare year that loeree occurred. 

n a Number of ronthe elapsed rlnce loeeee occurred 
d = Average delay before lopees are reported. 

VP II Qrowth rate of loesrs due to exposures, increaaecl In severity, 

and ChanQBS in frequency e~pr.esred PI & diecount rete. That 

*o, vo = il+~l-' Where Q is the qrowth rate, 

The vatuefi of c,p,q are different than in the NcClenahan formulation. Pleaee 
refrr to Appendix 1 for details on the derivation ueed in thin paper. 

The NcClenehan formula ir beeically a peometric deneity function deecri- 

binq the probability that a lore occurring at time m will be peid at tlme mtn. 

It ie much eimpler to nork with the continuous analog of the geometric density 

function, the exponential density function. This can be deecribed @imply eel 

We substitute (-ln(l-MCL)) ae used earlier for & qivingl 

Q(t) = I-lntl-NCLllll-~CLlt 

The continuoue enaloq of the McClenahan model becomeat 

' (-ln(l-NCLIl (l-NCLl 
t 

tpdm e 
c v. , t) d 

0 , otherwise 

The losree occurrinp at tier m which are et111 unpaid at time a+t are 

represented as follower 

m 
c v 0 I t >d 

t OS LOSSES = 
I 

c v: 
t-d 

(I-NCLl I otherwise 



No losses are paid until they are reported. after that, they are paid accor- 

ding to the continuous payment function. Thus we can describe g.U outstanding 

1~65~s at time 0, as foilowsl 

OS LOSSES SC3 
0 0 

OS-LCSSESe do 

= c 'i; vm dt t IL (l-WLI 
m-d 

dt ) 
D d 

The ratio of losses outstanding to current lossss incurred is1 

; vm dt + 
vd s" vm-d m-d 

OS RPITID = (I-MCI1 dt 
Q d 

q ;vmdt * Vd s" vR fl-flCL,m dt 
0 0 

I (~~-1) ln-l(v) + ( In(v) + ln(t-HCL) ) 
-1 

The first tore reprossnts the loswts which have not yet been reported while the 

second represents losses which have been reported but are still outstanding. 

Since Infl-IICL) = -APD.-' where APD. represents the average payment date 
for a loss payment pattern as of the date the losses are reported, we 
substitute APDa in thr second tore es follonst 

OS_RCITID P (~~-1) In-‘(v) + 1 APD 
-1 -1 

d 
- In(v) 1 

Solving for APD,-I, we have! 

-1 
APD P In(v) i t US~RATIO * (l-vd)/ln(vl ) 

-1 

d 

Since the everrge payment dete with respect to the tier of loss is APDa + d, we 

solve for the average payeOht date as followsi 

APD = dttln(v) t 
-1 -1 

( OS-RATIO + (I-vd!/ln(v) 1 1 1541 

When d=O, this simplifies tot 

APD = ( lnlv) 
-1 -1 

t OS-RATIO ) (53) 
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Table XVI shows the results obtained using formula (55) on industry Sche- 

dule P data. The report delay, d, is assumed ta be zero far all lines other 

than Gonerrl Liability and Hedicrl Malpractice. Values of .7J and 2.0 were 

used for these two lines respectively, 

TGBLE XVI 

ESTIMATES OF AVERAGE PAYMENT DATES USING RESERVE RATIOS 

SCHEDULE 0 AND P LINES 

Line 
"""""""""""""""""*"" 

Schedule 0 
nutomobile Liability 
General Liability 
Medical tlrlpractice 
Workers' Conpensstion 
llultiple Per11 
Schedule P Lines 
Total cl11 Lines 

@f9 Qv9 
8 Yedr Reserve 
Growth Ratio 
"""""" """"""" 

10.8% 0.69 
11.3x 1.28 
lS.GX 3.33 
25.5% 3.50 
LO,?Y. 2.09 
14.2% 0.92 
13.0% 1.73 
12.3% 1.44 

Estimated APD From 
Avg. APD Cash Flow 
""""""""" """"""""" 

0.71 0.71 
1.48 1.43 
4.97 9.00 
6.46 h.36 
2.66 2.74 
1.04 1,04 
2.16 2,lE 
1.68 1.72 

Thssr two estimates of the average payment dates are quite close, as shown 

in Table XVI. This closeness exists even though the actual payout patterns are 

not strictly exponential and even though actual growth varies over time, We 

conclude that insurance payment patterns and growth ratus for the industry 

behave in a way that is reasonably similar to what is expected by the Wc- 

Clenrhrn model. This similarity allows formula (94) to give reasonably accurate 

estImats8 of average payment ddtes. 

The advantage of using reserve ratios to estimate aver&go payment dates ie 

that far more information about reserves is rvailablo than Information sbout 

loss payment prttorns. Tablm XVII shows estimates of average payment dates and 

investment income expected for a more useful set of line definitions1 

The data for Tabls XVII comes from prges 9, 10, and 14 of the Annual 
Statement and the Insurance Expense Exhibit, Rsssrves have been adjusted for 

adequacy using Schedules 0 and P. 

The loss average payment dates hrvr bsen used to estimate the expected in- 

vestment income percentages shown in Table XVII. The rpproech is similar to 
that used in formula (551. We model the discount process as followsr 

INCURRED-LOSSwv 
= FORCE OF PClYNENT x 3 vt (1 

t 

INCURRED-LOSS 
- HCLI dt 

0 

-1 -1 
= APD I (RPD - In(v)) 

Where v = (1 + il-' 
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Thm expected invest4rnt portent is one minus this aaountl 

INV-INCOl’&T = 
-1 

-In(v) I (kPD - In(v)1 

-In(v) / RGR 
-1 

Z - in(g) - In(v) 

Where RSR 3 Ratio of Reserv4s to Incurred Losd4s, 

TCLGLE XVII 

ESTIMCITES OF AVERAGE PAYMENT DRTES USING RESERVE RCITIOG 

RLTERNbTE LINE DEFINITIONS 

Line 
“““-““““““““““““““” 

Persondl Lines 

Persondl Rut0 

Homeowners 

Tot&i P4rdofIdl 

Cormerclal Propsrty 

Fire and Allied 

Conw4rcidl HP 

Hrrins 

Tot&l 

:ormercldl CdSUdlty 

Commercial Auto 

GL (lncl. #!I) 

Workers' Camp. 

Other Cdsudlty 

Tot&l 

Total ComaercirI 12.7x 1.92 

Other 10.0% 1.46 

Total All Lfnea 11.7X 1.33 

Av9 Reserve APD lnv4stment 
Growth Ratlo Estimated Income 
“““““* """"""" """"""""" """""""""" 

10.5% .7v 

12.5% .47 

10.9% .72 

4.6X 

Ib.SX 

12.2% 

11.7% 

11.1% 1.13 

18.7X 3.40 

10.5% 2.09 

10.2% 1.80 

13.4X 2.45 

.70 

1.25 

‘09 

1.07 

An 4v4n simpler formula produces simildr results 

growth rdtssl 

157) 

fS6) 

.89 3.9% 

ass 2.47, 

-82 3.6% 

.61 3.6% 

1.60 b,BX 

1.27 5.5% 

1.28 5.3% 

1.32 5.7x 

5.48 20.0% 

2.64 10.7% 

2.07 8.6% 

3.56 14.0% 

2.57 10,SX 

1.79 7.fX 

1.67 7,1x 

uliing dctudl discount and 

INV-INCOME-PCT = (1 - v) I RSR-' - g + 1 - v (59) 

This equation use? the fact thdt 9 and (1 - v) are approxiadtely equdl to lntl 

t g) dnd -In(v) resp?ctiv4ly for ~4411 values of g dpd vdlu4s of V clOs4 to 

Oll4. 
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These formulas are particularly useful for estimating investment income by 

line and state where no payment pattern data exists or io likely to exist. C\t 

the same time, there are definite limits to the data which can be used in this 

way. If there are sharp discontinuitles in loss growth the results will be 

biased. Loss growth muot be known for several yeara, neven or eight, if pos- 

sible. 

.There must be some confidence in the adequacy and degree of stability in 

the loss reserves. Reserves that are not accurate will producs inaccurrte 

srtimates of expected investment income. Loss payment patterns must also be 

stable. Data presented earlier illurtratep the degree of payment pattern 

stability that has existed at the industry level. Similar degrees Df stability 

in payment patterns exist for large individual companies, such as the top 

fifty, where there is rtill PnDUQh volume to produce reaeonabe stability. As 

the size of the losses and 1~6s reserves decreaoe, these methods may become 

subject to too much fluctuation. It im possible to use averaae reserve ratios 

for several years in some cases, however, to Dvercome volatility in payment 

patterns. 

Finally, there nuet be confidence that there have not been fundamental 

changes in the underlying payment pattern. It would not be appropriate, for 

example, to use these formulas on burinerr that has changed from Dccurrence 

based to claims made liability. Claims made loss payment patterns are dis- 

tinctly different than occurrence loss payment patterns. 

It is not appropriate to use these formulas to discount ~DPE reserves, We 

have shown earlier that there are significant differences in the investment in- 

come which can be expected from incurred losses and from loss reserves. 

Methods exist for estimating incurred 10s~ payment patterns in those cases 

where the actual payment patterns arm not available. The paynont patterns thus 

estimated can then be built up in the Schedule P, Part 2 matrix as shown 

earlier and can then be used to dircount rerrrvrn. A complete treatment of how 

to do this, however, is prerently beyond the scope of this paper. We have, 

hDWeVerr created estimated payment patterns for the set of lines shown in Table 

XVII using interpolation techniques. These patterns agree rearonably ~011 with 

internal data available from a prior employer. 
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IV. INVESTMENT INCONE 

Liabilities do not generate investment incoms. bssets do. up to this 

point we have concentrated on insurance funds flows 50 that we could learn what 

opportunities exist for generating investment income. The amount uf investment 

income that is generated depend on bath that opportunity and the type of assets 

that are put to work. 

We stated earlier that investment income that can be earnad fram investing 

risk free assets is relevant to the evaluation of insurance profitability. The 

markot risk premium for invsstment risk has little relevance tD the profit 

earned from insurance operations. 

It is to be expected that a company that takQ6 investment risk will earn a 

higher return from its inve6tment5 than one which does not. One might argue 

that underwriting profits for companies that take investment risk should be 

lower than for companies that do not. This is what happens when actual 

investment returns are used to evaluate underwriting results, This implies, 

however, that the company should take risk but not be rewarded far it. Under- 

writing operation5 should not be evaluated on a basis of risky investment 

returns. 

It is quite true that an investor should evaluate the total operation Of 

an insurance company since his reward is the result of bath investment and 

insurance risk. He would be well advised, however, to evaluate both the insu- 

rance and investment operations 5eparately. Policyholdmrs, by the very nature 

of insurance, are interested in eliminating risk and would generally not want 

to see the price they paid for insurance depend an the investment risk taken by 

the insurer. They do nDt want to pnrticipats in that risk. Regulators need to 

be concerned about the total operation of the insurance company whrn evaluating 

solvency but will learn more by iooking at the underwriting and investment 

operation5 separately. When examining the adequacy of rates, h!WSVOr, it !s 

apprDpriat0 to look only at the insurance operation rather than the banking 

operation. 

These erample5 show that any appropriate analysis of insurance companies 

by any of its utakeholders should always focus an underwriting operations and 

should sometime5 focus on investment operation5 as well. There should always, 
however, be separate recognitiDn of bath insurance and investment operations, 

The way to meet this need is to demonstrate the insurance profit that 

would be earned if the company invested exclusively in risk free a55et5. This 
prDvide5 an appropriate evaluation of the performance of the insurance 

operation. Then the difference between the investmrnt income actually earned 

and that which has been earned at risk free rates should be presented. This 
spread represents the realization of the risk taken in the banking function. 

It will be far more votatile than the investment return available from risk 
free inue6tments. This volatility is the accompaniment of the reward for 
taking risk. 



The risk free rate should, of course, be as free of risk as pos5ible. 

This means it should be free of market risk, interest rate risk, and default 

risk. While it is probably true that no real world asset is compl8tely 

riskless, an immunized portfolio of U.S. securities is reasonably risk free in 

all three aspects. They are as free from default as any asset can reasonably 

be. They have effectively zero market risk. Immunization makes them virtually 

free Df interest rate risk. 

IMMUNIZATION 

Thor8 is a large and growing literature on duration and immunization. 

This reflects bath the usefulness and complexity of the subject. In essence, 

however, immunization seeks to create portfolios of assets and liabilities 

which will have the sdme changes in value when interest rate5 chango, Table VI 

and its attendant discussion demonstrated how the surplus of an insurance 

company with a simple immunized portfolio was unaffected by changes in interest 

rates. Exhibit III shows how surplus is affected by changes in interest rates 

when it is not immunized. 

Many of the complexities that are addressed in the literature deal with 

the problem of staying immunized. It is usually possible to stay Immunized 

over time if the asset and liability portfolios have matching cash flows. bs 

long as they are matched, all changes in intere6t rates will affect the value5 

of both equally. When durations are matched but there are substantial cash 

flaw mismatches, a single change in interest rates will be immunized. This 
change in interest rates, however, will cause a different change in the 

duration of the assets than in the duration of liabilities. Thus future 
changer in interest rates will not be immunizad unless the portfolio is re- 

balanced. It is necessary to rebalance the portfolio by appropriate sales or 

purchases to keep durations matched and to remain immunized. 

Property/Casualty insurance companies have minimal rebalancing problems. 
The steadiness of loss payment pattern5 demonstrated earlier is accompanied by 

a reasonably stable duration. Table XVIII show5 how interest rate changes over 

the past nine years would have effected the 1985 industry total line5 reserve 
payment pattern, The interest rates used are after-tax year-end two year 

Treasury Bond rates. 

TRBLE XVI11 

INSURANCE INDUSTRY1 ALL LINES 

LOSS RESERVE DIJRCITIDN CHANGES DUE TO CHfiNGES IN INTEREST RATES 

Year 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1985 1984 198s 

Int. Rate 3.9% 5.0% b-27. 7.2% 7.5% 5.3% 9.9Y, 6.0% 4.7% 

Duration 2.00 1.91 1.04 1.78 1.76 1.89 1.86 1.85 1.94 



As a going concern, insurance companies need to continually rebalance by 

waking purchase6 of assets which will keep the rrret portfolio in balance with 

the Iiability partfolio. As the biggest liability, this mean6 staying in 

balance with the loos reserve portfolio. Table XVIII 6hows that year end 

Treasury rate6 almost doubled between 1977 and 1981, but the duration of indus- 

try loss reserves decreased by about 12.5%. Thus the duration of the industry 

cash flows has not been heavily affected by some of the largest interest rate 

changer that have taken place in recent history. The all line6 cash flow6 for 

medium to large companies is just about a6 steady as it is for the industry. 

Thus individual insurance groups have about the same relative immunity to 

duration changes as the industry. 

The per6pective of immunization i6 from the total campany portfolio of 

assets and liabilities, A company is protected from intere6t rate ri6k when 

it6 total portfolio is protected. It doe6 not matter to the company whether it 

is immune because a drop in interest rate6 creates a profit from long tail 

lines balanced by a 1066 from short tail line6 or whether an increase in 

interest rates has the apposite effect. 

In any event, the range of durations by line is surprisingly limited, 

fable XIX chows the durations by line of industry Schedule P caoh flaws for the 

last three yearr. The underfying cash flows are those used to construct 

Exhibit IX. 

TABLE XIX 

INSUR4NCE INDUSTRY: SCHEDULE P CIND 0 LINES 

LOSS RESERVE DURATION CHANGES DUE TO CHANGES IN INTEREST RATES 

Sched Auto General Medical Workers' Multi Sched 
fear 0 Liability Liability Malpractice Comp Peril P Total 
---- __I-_ -mm--..-..- -----m-m- ----------- -------- ____- --_-- ___-- 

1983 1.02 1.12 3.23 3.61 2.72 1.35 2.13 1.95 

1984 1.02 1.10 3.17 3.54 2.61 1.36 2.07 1.90 

1985 0.96 1.14 3.27 3.83 2.76 1.43 2.14 1.94 

In this paper we have used two year Treasury yield6 a6 a praxy for the 

yield that would be earned from an immunized industry portfolio of Treasury 

Securities. Financial theory suggests that the rate that is promised by an 

immunization strategy is the average yield on pure discount bonds with 

maturitie6 equal to the duration of the liability portfolio'". Thus yields on 

two year zero coupon Treacuries night be rlightly mare appropriate. 

19, See, for instance, Platt, et. al Controlling Interest Ratg-Kl&, John I ----- -- - 
Wiley and Sons, 1986, 



THE EVA mPPRDACH (CONT.1 

Changes in the market values of risk free assets are an integral part of 

the determination of insurance profits as defined in this paper. Exhibit IV 

shows gains and losses on changes in the value of investment income expected 

from assets underlying loss reservks. We see, for example, that the change in 

investment income QxpectQd from prior yerr reserves was only -182 million in 

1984 but was (-2,333 million in 1983. The change in 1985 came about because 

the discounted value of the liabilities decrersQd significantly WhQn interest 

rates dropped during 1985. The changQ in EVA liabilities had little effect in 

I984 but generated a significant loss in 1985. These chrnoos, howQvQr, are 

offset bv eouivalent ChaSgQS in the market value af the assets fundinp-t_h_e_s_k 

lipbilities. 

Table XVII shows the Treasury Bill interest rates used in this paper. The 
year Qnd rates wQrQ used on reserve funds and the average rats6 wore usrd for 

the paid flows in Exhibit IV and the incurrod loss flows in Exhibit VIII. 

VQar 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1904 

1985 

TCLBLE XX 

AFTER TAX TREASURY BILL RoTES 

4vsrrgs 

Rates 
------- 

5.sx 

4.3x 

5.5% 

6.4% 

7.9x 

b.9% 

5.4% 

b.2Y. 

5.1% 

YQar End 
Rates 

-------- 

3.9% 

S,OX 

6.2% 

7.2% 

7.5% 

5.3% 

5.9% 

b.OX 

4.7% 

EKhihit IV, Page 4 is a reconciliation of insurance cash flow8 for the in- 

dustry for 1984 and 1965. It can be sQQn that chsngQ in the market value af 

the assets supporting insurance funds is the sum of the following items: 

AINSURANCE FUNDS = NEW FUNDS REQUIRED (601 

+ INSlJRmNCE CASH FLOW 

+ INTEREST DIVIDENDS &ND RENT EARNED DURING YEAR 

t CClPITCIL Q4INS (LOSSES1 ON INSURANCE RSSETS 



The amount of new funds required is equal to the sum of the EVA vafues of 

Premiums, Expenses, Current Year Losses, and changes in older years louses. We 

see from Exhibit IV, Page 3, that the indurtry incurred nominal lo~rem of 13.4 

and SE.9 billion respectively in 1984 and 1985 on prior years latae~. These 

locces are enpected to be paid over time jurt as other losses are and co rn 

investment receivable is shown am an offset to the louses incurred, The sum of 

the incurred 101s and the associated receivable represents the net new funding 

required. Thus the net amount required to fund losses from prior yearr was 
S5.2 and $8.3 billion for 1984 and 1985 rccpectively. 

It can bo seen from Exhibit IV, Page 4, for instance, in 1985 the net 

amount of new assets needed to fund the EVA loeses and expenses on a prs-tax 

barir exceeded premiume by $17.7 billion, Thin is the insurance profit bmfors 

taN8~1A. The insurance profit in 1985 before capital gains is a loss of $20.0 

billion but thin raflects the effect of new funding required because of the 

change in interest ratoc from 6.0% to 4.7% during the ysar. This change 

increased loss relerver by S2.3 billion and EVA incurred ~OCWI before taxes by 

the Fame amount. At the same time, however, ths mrrket value of the innurance 

assets also incraaced as a result of the interest rate change. The change in 

the valum of the assets eat equal to the value of the liabilitiss bmcause they 

both had the came duration. The changr in the vnlue of thr ascots would havs 
been different from the change in liabilities hao they had different durations. 

This ir urualiy the cawt with real world portfolios which reflect the strategy 

adoptad by the investment operation to gain a profit on the spread between the 

risk-free rate and the rate of return they actually receive, 

The insurance ca#h flow in the cum of collrcted premiums and paid losrer 
and l xpencor, Paid losses and enpenrea exceeded collected premiums by $7.9 
billion in 1984. Collrctrd premiunr exceeded paid lo~cer and expenres by S3.5 
billion in 1985. Thus there wan negative cash flow from insurance operations 

in 1984 and poritivr cash flON in 1985. 

The actual interert earned during rach year was $7.3 billion and $8.3 
billion rmsptictivmly, This plum capital gaina or losses represents the change 

in funds attributable to the tire value of insurance flowe at rick frem rates. 

The net invrrtrent income adds to thll the effrct of changer in investment 

recrivrblrr. 

lb. Since we have used after-tax discount rater this is not strictly true, but 

we have found that the impact of federal taxes on Interest earned before 

taxes is effectively the same as using after-tax discount rates. In 

addition, the approximation formulas used in the loss section are more 

accurate when after-tax discount rates are used than when pre-tax discount 

ratrr are used and then taxes are backed out. Thus the before-tax profit 
is before underwriting taxes, Investment taxer are passed through. 
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APPRAXSINQ INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE 

The next step is to develop the invectment income actually earnrd aftor 

taxcc by the company on insurance fundc. Ideally, thic should be that portlon 

of the interest, dividends and rent earned by the company on insurance fundcT 

plus all crpltal gains. This should include chanaec in market y&l&e. on bonds, 

There are two pocsible approaches to looking at actual portfolio results. 

If one adoptc the idea that insurance funds are backed by fiwad income assets, 

as suggested by the rule of thumb cited earlier, than the return from the bond 

portfolio is the best portfolio to uce to evaluate Invectment performance. 

Otherwise the overall portfolio return can be used inctrad. 

Techniques can be worked out for estimating the market value of bonds, but 

are beyond the present scope of this paper. Thus it is not really useful to 

compare the figures shown in Exhibit IV with actual industry investment 

recults. It can be stated that the nominal after-tax return on bonds during 

1989, for example, was about ~5.5%~'. Thic is clearly cuparior to the S.lX 

earned from Treasuries during the year. If, however, bonds were stated at 
market values this return would almost certainly be loner. Thuc it can be 

assumed that actual investment performance was probably higher than the risk- 
free rate but we do not know how much higher. 

It is equally certain that capital gain6 and loccec on the actual port- 

folio were much larger than the immunized rick-free portfolio, since thr dura- 
tion of the actual portfolio hat boon about seven to eight yearsims The 
liability portfolio, as we have seen, has a duration of about tno year@. Thuc 
the capital gain on the actual bond portfolio during 198s was alnoat certainly 

much larger than that for the rick-free portfolio, 

17. This is the after-tax interact an bonds divided by the average bonds held 

during the year less 0.32 for investment expenses. See A.M. Best's Am 

gates and Averaaes, 198b, 

18. He did a2rlyces during 1984 which showed that industry bond portfollo 
durations were in that range from 1977 through 1983. We have not had the 
time to update thic analvsis through 1985. 
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When the rate of return on the market value of the actual partfollo 16 

available, it is appropriate to compare the interest earned and the capital 

gains an losses from the actual portfolio to the interest earned and capital 

gains on the risk-free portfolio during the year. Wa stated earlier that the 

interest receivable item on the EVCI balance sheet represented proected invested 

income from future years. & non-immunized non-default-free portfolio has much 

less certainty about its expected returns than the Treasury Portfolio. The 

problem of discounting on the billi of actual portfolios is highlighted when a 

portfolio including stocks is used. Common stock returns are a mixture of 
dividends and capital gains. Discounting on the basis of dividend yields is 
clearly inappropriate, but discounting on the basis of dividends ~1~s capital 
gains ie absurd. 

Thus we would recommend that the contribution of the investment operation 

be measured when it is earned rather than on a present value basis, It is 
true, however, that this shiftr the recognition of the financial intermediary 

profit from the year investments are made to the time they are realized. 

Thus we recommend that a full recognition of the profit earned by an in- 

surance company due to its being in the insurance business should be made by 
measuring the insurance profit on a ri64-free basis as shown in Exhibit IV, 
Page 3, and than adding the difference between the risk-free investment income 

and the actual interest plus gains realized during the year. 

The remaining investment income is attributable to surplus, 



V, FEDERAL INCOME TAXES 

The Federal Income Tax Reform Act of 1986 has made significant differences 

in the timing of Property/Casualty insurance company federal income taxes. The 
biggest differsncss are the 20% tax on the change in unsarnsd premiums and the 

fact that taxes will now be determined on the basis of discounted reserves. 

Earlier we discussed the fact that the tax on unearned premiums was a way 

to tax prepaid expenses, The figures put together in this paper Indicate that 

the 20% number might not be appropriate for every company. We are treating the 

federal taxation of expenses as if it were being done on an appropriate basis. 

Thus no recognition is given to any timing mismatch on the taxation of expen- 

ses. 

Taxation of losses is handled on an EVA Incurred Loss basis. By doing so, 

we are again making the presumption that taxes will be assessed on an rppro- 

priate basis. We will examine the Federal approach by starting with an 

excellent description by Snader:L9 

"Under the bill the deduction for unpaid losses is limited to the annual 

increase in discaunted unpaid losses. Unpaid Losses include unpaid 1OSS 

adjustment expense. Discounting is on a line-by-line, accident-year-by- 

accident-year basis. The discounted values are determined from assump- 

tions regarding the pattern of payments, the duration over which claims 

will be paid, and the interest rate employed. These assumptions are used 

to calculate 'discount factors' applicable to each accident year for each 

line of business. The discount factors are a composite of the interrst 

rate and payment pattern assumptions. Once a series of discount factars is 

a~ied_-~o~sartF~Q~~~--~~~~~~n~Y~~r-~t-~o~nuoStQ-~p-~Pdw_~h_~~ 
chanae as the accident vear.1995. In the terminoloav of the bill. -& 

IcF_Fd~t_y~ilr-FS-'vintagedL._m_d__gl?bs_o~!gof~~~~~~~~o~~o~~~~~ 
rates or Davment Datterns basedAuctua1 experience are not Permitted."- 

"In the Senate Bill the initial interest rate was S percrnt, applicrblm to 

accident years beginning before or in 1987. For accident years boginning 

after 1987, the applicable interest rate was 75 percent of the so-called 

annual Federal mid-term rate6 (AFR). The dFR is a composite yield of 

federal instruments, currently running at about 7.5 percent. 'Mid-term' 

refers to the duration of the instruments, contrasted with 'short-term' or 

'long-term.' A specified published interest rate was selected to avoid 

arguments over the determination of a company's yield on its own 

portfolio." 

19. Ii'. H. Snader, "Federal Tax Reform Bill Resolves Reserve Discounting Issue, 

Dictates Methodology," The Actuarial Review, Nov. 1986, page 1. 



"The Houso-Senate Conferees amended this provision to 100 porcsnt of the 

AFR." 

"The bill requires the Secretary of the Treasury to determine a loss 

payment pattern for each line of business in Schedules 0 and P. The first 

such determination will be made in 1987 using the latest available data 

published by A.M. Best I Co. The payment pattern is to be redetermined 

every five years after 1987." (Emphasis Supplied) 

The assessment of taxes on an AFR rate is contistent with the taxes shown 

In Ewhibit IV, Page 3. Reserves in that Exhibit have been discounted using 

duration-matched Federal rates. 

The provision for not changing interest rates is substantially met when 

both capital gains from Insurance assets and changes in prrsent values of the 

reserves from a risk free portfolio are taken into account. While companies 

themselves will have to follow the actual procedures mandated in the tax bill, 

analysts should obtain reasonable rusultr using the EVA approach. 

The procedure used to determine the Federrl Taxes in Exhibit IV, Page 3, 

is II followrr 

FED TAX CASH FLOW q t x f EARNED PREMIUNS + (611 

EARNED EXPENSES + 

EVA PAID LOSS ) 

AFED TAX RESERVES w t x f AUNEARNED PREHILMS t (62) 

nUNEARNED EXPENSES t 

*EVA LOSS RESERVES t 

GAINS ON RISK FREE ASSETS > 

The EVA Method reaches its results in a different fashion than ths Federal 
Tax Reform Bill. We believe that it produces results which will be reasonably 

similar to those achieved by the Bill for the reasons discussed above. The 

offset of gains with changes in EVA receivebles in certainly different than the 

freezing of old accident years and the use of different discount rates on each 

accident year. When prior yrrr reserves are substantially misestimated, the 

two approaches will produce different results since we assume that the funping 

requirements will be ret with assets beering current interest reter.. The 
Federal Tan Bill presurrbly assumes that assets bearlng the original accident 

year discount rates will be resurrected from somewhere and used inrteed. 



During 1984 and 1985, the industry increased reserves from prior years by 

112.3 billion. Assuming that all of this increase came from losses occurring 

during 1981, the 1986 Tax Reform Act would require reserves to be discounted by 

the interest rater prevailing in 1981. The investment r@c@iVJbl@ posted in 

1984 and 1985 as shown in Exhibit IV was $781 million, This should have 

reduced the tax credit from these incurred losses by 46X of that amount, or 

$359 million.. The tJx reform act would have required posting Jn investment 

receivable of $937 million, assuming interest rates hrd been 20% higher in 

1981. The tax liability from this receivable would have been $431 million. 

This is $72 million too high given the reduction in interest rrtes and the 

impossibility of funding these reeerves in 1984 and 198s with Jsaetr burring 

1981 rates of interest, 

This example uses an unusually large change in interest rates and a very 

large increase in prior year loss reserves. The increase in taxes due to the 

vintaging approach in this CJLB is about $72 million, about .1X of the industry 

1985 earned premium. Thus the flaw in the methodology may not be too 

important. 



VI. CONCLUSIDN 

We hJV0 examined insurance accounting data to see what can be learned 

about improving the analysis of insurance company operations. We hJve shown 

that J reJsonable determinJtion cm be mJde of OVerall insUrJnC0 comprny 

performrnce in both of its rolesi Insurance Operations and Financlil 

Intermediation. We have found much lera information available on e by-line 

bJSis, especially with regard to personal lines cash flows. 

We have shown thst estimJte6 of incurred lose crsh flbws can be made by 

line using the exponential model Jnd thrt these estimates cJn be very accurate 

when JppropriJte conditions exist. These conditions are primJrily the presence 

of rersonably stable growth rates and reasonJble reserve accuracy. 

We have also shown thrt Jccidsnt year pJyment patterns hJv0 been very 

stable Jt an industry level. This stJbillty is alma exhlblted by all the lrrge 

companies we have JnJlysRd. i 

The methods used to produce E,,hibit IV Jr@ r@JsOnJbly simpie and can be 

extended to J line-by-line basis uuing Jpproximation techniques. Some of these 

hJve been discussed in this paper. Others have not because we have not had the 

time to develop them to the extent required for preeentJtian. 

It is our fervent hope that this paper will inspire, other analysts and 

Jctuaries to eKJmine JlternJtive accounting Jpproaches to examining insurance 

company operations. It is also our hope thrt better dota will eventuJlly be 

made availrble by companies. 
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APPENDIX I 

DERIVATION OF HODlFlED FORM OF McCLENAHAN MODEL 

Formula (11 of HcClenahan's Paper is a statement of his model. It goes ae 
follows, 

P m n-d (Itw) 
n' m 

c P q mtn fl+y18 

a f c (ltr)m wxld I (1-q) fq(ltxl) 
n-d 

Wheror 

"P, 

C 

P 

9 
II 

Y 
d 

7. 

Payment on losses occurring during accident month m in month mtn 

Constant representing bJse month losses 

Peyment rate with no inflation 

Loss decay rate with no inflation. Note p = l-q 

Severity growth (assumed to be uniform over time) 

Frequency growth (assumed to be uniform aver tine1 

Deley in reporting claimer 
(ltx)(lty) - 1 q x t y t wy 

We can restate this as follows 

P - c'f 
nm 

Where: 

n-d 
1t21 m (1-q') q' 

c’ = c wd (1-q) (1-q’) 
-1 

9’ = q (1+x1 

(63) 

Formula (63) is in the exponential form used in the paper. The constant 

term is c', and the growth term 1~ (ltzlm. 
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